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he best part of Winter Management Conference isn’t the weather (though that is certainly better than the snow and ice back home), and it isn’t the formal education (though the annual
lineup of speakers is impressive). No, the best part of WMC happens around the pool, on the
catamaran, in the lobby waiting for a taxi, and during the group breakfasts. It’s at those venues where
the serious and difficult issues surrounding running a tree care business are examined, debated and,
hopefully, solved.
This year, a few topics of highest concern were: finding someone who can sell, finding a place for
those loyal, 20-year employees whose bodies are finding daily production work more and more difficult, and finding ways to win bids from homeowners and commercial properties in ways that don’t
revolve solely around price.
The sales conversations were among the most interesting. Most small company owners ($500,000
-$2 million in sales) are the primary sales generators for their companies. Many are frustrated because
they need to spend less time selling and more time running the business, yet many of them are still
the leading producers in the company even though they spend one-third or less of their time selling.
Should they spend more time selling and hire someone for operations? Which sales people are the
best for their company – arborists who can be trained to sell or sales pros who can be taught the tree
business? Do I train sales people myself or do I pay for their training with an organization like
Sandler?
Managing an employee’s career was another frequent topic. As owners age, they tend to spend less
time in the field and more effort on the business. That option isn’t always open to production employees. Some, of course, will keep climbing or working the bucket until retirement. Many will face
physical limits on how much they can keep doing, how much strain their backs can take. They can’t
all make the transition to sales, or office operations, or be sent to open and manage a new office. How
can an owner keep loyal, long-term employees productive throughout their careers?
Selling the value added of routine tree work was the most often discussed topic during the conference. Every area of the country has low cost competition fighting for the same jobs. What can the best
firms do to land those higher margin bids when the potential client has a written estimate in his hand
for a lower number than that for which you are willing to do the work?
I won’t say all the issues involved in running a tree business were solved this week down at Winter
Management Conference. I can report that those issues and more were tackled – in the classroom and
in private, informal conversations – by some of the smartest and most innovative minds in the industry today. It was a tremendously productive week and I guarantee the conversations will continue long
after everyone has headed back to the office. Maybe by next year’s conference the group will be closer to solutions.
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TCI’s mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest industry news and information on regulations, standards, practices, safety, innovations, products and equipment. We strive to serve as the definitive resource for commercial, residential,
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A feature black oak on a property on Chappaquiddick, at Martha’s Vineyard island off Massachusetts, with dead leaves on branch ends, typical crypt gall wasp damage. Courtesy of Mark
DiBiase, Bartlett Tree Experts.

The death of oak trees bafﬂed tree care experts in the coastal Massachusetts’ tourist
region. The culprit? A native species that has also wreaked havoc on Long Island
By David Rattigan
he stubbornness of this Cape Cod
mystery may be best illustrated by
what the foremost expert admits he
doesn’t know.
“If you ask any 10 arborists how to manage this insect, you’re going to get 11
opinions,” says Don Booth, entomologist
for Bartlett Tree Experts research lab in
Charlotte, North Carolina. “The trick
would be how reliable is this and can you
really replicate it? The answer to both
those questions is no. They’re not reliable
and can’t be replicated.”
While other tree care experts point to

T
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him as the leading authority on this issue,
Booth is straightforward in admitting that
the best management technique is just one
of the things he doesn’t yet know about the
crypt gall wasp, a native insect that’s

Crypt gall wasp, courtesy Bartlett Tree Experts
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wiped out oak trees in huge numbers on
Long Island, and more recently baffled
arborists along the southern coast of Cape
Cod, Massachusetts, as well as the nearby
island of Martha’s Vineyard.
“We don’t even know what suddenly
causes these outbreaks,” Booth admits,
noting that the boom-and-bust cycle of the
insect on Long Island has brought a temporary reprieve for arborists and
landscapers, but made research difficult.
“That’s one problem with this insect,”
Booth says. “By the time we realize it’s
bad, the population is just about ready to
crash. So, several times over the years by
the time somebody like Cornell University

or a private lab like us begins to really look
at it, the pest is basically gone.
“It’s a native insect on a native tree, so
there’s a lot of biological control here. It
undergoes these huge population swings,
and what seems to happen is you have a
couple of years where there’s just an outbreak, and following two, three, four years
of a real outbreak, the black oaks really
begin to look bad. You see branch dieback,
you see dead trees, and this is just about
when the insect is about to disappear.
Often you don’t see it again for five years.
So it’s been a frustrating one to work on.”
The Cape is a popular tourist and vacation spot particularly during the summer
months, and has a year-round population
as well. The tree care market on the Cape
is highly competitive, but the threat to its
landscape last summer brought like-minded arborists together to try to solve a riddle
that has baffled them so far.
They await the return of spring unsure
whether they have seen the worst of a
threat that has already killed or damaged
significant numbers of trees. If it does
return, the next question is how to stop it
from doing further damage.

The lower trunk and crown of the same feature black oak as on facing page. Courtesy of Mark DiBiase, Bartlett Tree
Experts. Inset: a crypt gall wasp damaged black oak twig.

southern portion of the cape, most of it in
the coastal towns of Yarmouth and
Falmouth. Steve Heywood, CTSP, with
Osterville-based, accredited, TCIA-member Bartlett Tree Experts, says he found it
in Yarmouth, Dennis, Orleans and
Eastham.
“I’ve seen evidence of the bug on every
Dead oaks
town on the Cape,” says
While some arborists say
Heywood, adding that his compathey’ve seen the damage from the
ny has dealt with it for four years,
crypt gall wasp for three to four
including two heavily.
years, it wasn’t accurately identi“It seems to be entrenched in all
fied until 2012.
of Cape Cod, (the nearby island
There have been other oak gall
of) Martha’s Vineyard, and I’ve
wasps on the Cape – the gouty
had reports from people I know
oak gall wasp, for example – but
who have seen it on (Boston’s)
those caused less damage than
South Shore,” says Ted Brown, an
the crypt gall wasp, and the gall
arborist and the semi-retired
that they created had different
founder of Brewster-based
characteristics.
Arbortech, Inc.
Tree care workers disagree on
Previous damage to Cape Cod
when they first noticed damage
trees by the species had been seen
from the crypt gall wasp. Some
in small numbers at best. In fact,
say they saw a few cases for a
the insect had not popped up in
couple of years, and widespread
large numbers anywhere in New
damage for two. Others say the
England, and the little that is
widespread crypt gall wasp damknown about the species comes
age began in 2012.
from Long Island, New York, an
“Toward the beginning of the
area where – at that time – no one
season we noticed a lot of the oak
was looking. Add to that the fact
trees just not pushing out as much
that the gall created by the crypt
growth as normal, and it seemed
An infested black oak branch. Exit holes made by the emerging wasps are often present
sudden,” recalls Chris Turner, on swollen twigs. The bisection of the twig exposes the damage inside. Photos courtesy gall wasp is small and atypical in
shape, it was easy to miss.
arborist for TCIA-member Forest of Don Booth, Bartlett Tree Experts.
Keepers Tree Care of Hyannis, Mass.
“Trees that were previously healthy, or relatively healthy, all of a sudden had really
sparse, withered-looking growth. We
thought maybe it was residual damage
from a storm we had, but we didn’t know
what was going on at first.”
Turner found the damage to be along the
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The dieback of oak trees
could have been caused by
hurricanes that had hit the
region in recent years, creating
salt damage on the trees.
Another potential culprit suspected by arborists was the
winter moth, which has been a
At left, close up of new, 2-year, 3-year
and 4-year growth increments from the
black oak shown on page 10.
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scourge of Cape Cod trees for several
recent years.
“Possibly what’s happened is that,
because of all of the problems we’ve had
over the last three or four years, these
things are compounding themselves somehow,” Brown theorizes. “It’s pretty
confusing, and the experts at the laboratory at UMass are pretty well dumbfounded
also.”
The diagnosis was made more difficult
by the fact that the gall created by the
wasp, and the insect itself, had characteristics that were distinctly different from its
insect cousins.
“We weren’t sure what we were looking
at,” Turner admits. “This particular wasp
doesn’t create the normally large gall
we’re used to seeing, because there are
other species of gall wasp down here on
the Cape, as with many places. But you
expect to see those large, swollen galls.
Once you knew what you were looking for
it was kind of easy – the twigs get slightly
swollen, and almost look arthritic. But
because there weren’t those characteristically large galls, it wasn’t apparent right
away what it was.”
A gall is defined as an abnormal outgrowth of plant tissues formed when a
parasite – in this case an insect larvae – gets
into the wood. In simple terms, nutrients
and water are sucked into the gall from the
tree and feed the larvae as it grows. As
University of Massachusetts entomologist
Robert Childs explains, “The actual formation of the gall kind of girdles the stem and
cuts off the flow of water and nutrients. The
branches are strangled and die.”
In typical cases, says Turner, “The gall is
a deformation of the wood, caused by the
wasp larvae being placed inside. The
growth in the tree, created by the saliva of
the larvae, is maybe a ½- to 2-inch ball on
the twig itself, but not so with these guys.”
The fact that the gall is different than the
norm falls in line with a lot of other peculiarities of this case, Booth says, noting, “this
isn’t even an insect where entomologists
agree on what the scientific name is, and it
does not even have a common name.”
A sneaky situation
While the tree care market is competitive, a network of arborists began
communications about what they were fac-
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Four years +/- growth increments on the same black oak as shown on page 10. Note the amount of exit holes regardless
of the fact the tree has been injected with Lepitect three years in a row. Courtesy of Mark DiBiase, Bartlett Tree Experts.

ing, and shared information. It was Childs,
called in for his expertise, who first identi-

fied the crypt gall wasp as the oak-killing
culprit.

Circle 5 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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“He rang the bell on that one,” Turner
says.
Childs works with insects of trees and
shrubs in the northeast, and one of his specialties is to teach “green professionals”
how to identify and intercept insect intruders before they can do too much damage.
“One thing about bugs,” he says, “they
constantly keep you busy.”
The crypt gall wasp – which goes by
several other names including Cynipid gall
wasp, gallflies, and others – is indigenous
to the area, and many theorize that they
might have been around here and there for
a couple of years. What set off the explosion of damage is unclear to Childs.
“For the native insects, and there are
thousands and thousands of species of them,
there are native controls – parasites and
predators and microorganisms like bacteria
and fungi – that constantly keep the insects
in low numbers,” Childs says. “Once in a
while – for some insects it might be every
hundred years or so – something changes,
the natural controls jump off the map for

Other galls – The growth of a gall in the tree is created by
the saliva of the larvae. A more typical gall, as that of the
cynipid wasp gall shown above, is a ½- to 2-inch ball on
the twig itself, but not so with the crypt gall wasp. In the
case of the crypt gall wasp, the branch only appears
swollen, almost arthritic, as shown at left. Photo courtesy
of Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and Natural
Resources - Forestry Archive, Bugwood.org

whatever reason, (and) then the insect has
less natural pressure on it and it can explode
in numbers. We see that. All of a sudden
some caterpillar species that we’ve known
about forever that’s never been a problem
will blow up into huge numbers for a couple
of years. Then eventually the natural controls come back.”
Booth, who identifies the crypt gall
wasp as Bassettia ceropteroides, suspects
that the insect has done damage on the
Cape before, as well as along the coastline
from New York north. Like Childs, he
doesn’t know what precipitated the latest
outbreak.
Awaiting the spring
Until the natural system of checks and
balances returns, however, arborists are
intent on saving as many of the remaining
trees as possible. The most common
method of treating the problem for an individual tree is with an injection that kills the
wasp, followed the next year by various
treatments aimed at stimulating the tree’s
growth.
“We’ve used a few different products,
and had success with most of them,” says
Heywood, who says the process of bringing the tree back to health generally runs
three years.
But Booth cautions that the results of
scientific trials have been inconclusive.
“A couple of years ago, we set up two
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trials, injecting trees,” he says. “The
biggest trial was on Long Island, and I
went back a year later to collect my data on
it. On the very first property I went to,
where we’d injected the trees, I said,
‘Wow, it worked. Look how much better
the trees look.’
“Well, because it was a good trial, we
also had on the same property a number of

Tree dieback may not appear until year 2 or 3 of infestation, according to a new fact sheet by Cape Cod Cooperative
Extension. Decline often occurs from the top of the tree downward. By early summer, trees that lack initial spring foliage
often produce epicormic growth, shoots growing from the trunk and large limbs. Photo courtesy of Bartlett Tree Experts.
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black oaks that we did not inject. This was
the control group. Guess what? They
looked better, too.”
After two days of collecting samples, the
group found no difference between the
trees that had been treated and the trees
that hadn’t.
“At the same time, we had a concurrent trial going on Cape Cod,” Booth
says. In this smaller trial, also involving
injected and un-injected trees, there were
some that were dramatically improved,
but not all.
“Almost any arborist can point to success stories but what he isn’t going to tell
you is all the times (treatment) didn’t
work,” Booth says.
There is a new product on the market, an
emerald ash borer treatment called TREEage (pronounced “triage”), that Booth is
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – MARCH 2013

hopeful may also be effective against the
crypt gall wasp, but he notes that no trials
have been done.
“We don’t even know the life cycle of
the insect, so it’s almost impossible to
spray,” he says.
There is some thought the crypt gall
wasp population will decline on its own, or
fail to reappear with this year’s spring
thaw.
“If you’re correct that this has been only
two years as an outbreak on Cape Cod,
there’s a pretty good chance it will still be
around,” Booth says. “I suspect it’s actually been around a lot longer, and now we’re
in the fourth or fifth year.
“I don’t think guys like you or me even
hear about it in the first two years. I don’t
think the average arborist knows it’s there
the first two years.”
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Cutting Edge - News

Terex Woodsman changes
name to Terex
Environmental Equipment
Terex Woodsman has changed its name
to Terex Environmental Equipment (TEE)
reflecting their expanding market and customer base and aggressive product
development program for 2013.
“The change in name forms part of our
go-to market and product strategy for the
business that was acquired by Terex in June
2011,” says Kieran Hegarty, Terex Materials
Processing president. “This new title is more
encompassing and supports our customers’
needs in looking for a more cohesive solution to their wood processing and
environmental needs. This business line will
be the single provider of wood processing
and environmental equipment within Terex.
The arborist product line will continue to
reflect an element of the Woodsman name
and legacy in its product nomenclature, but
all other products previously offered by the
Terex Woodsman name will change to Terex
Environmental Equipment.”
Barry DeLau II, general manager of
Terex Environmental Equipment, says,
“historically our arborist, whole-tree bio-

Send your Cutting Edge News to editor@tcia.org
mass chipper and trommel lines have been
sold in North America. As Terex environmental equipment continues to broaden its
product portfolio and distribution network,
this name is more reflective of our business. We will also be looking to expand our
distribution by leveraging other Terex
business segments into the rental markets.”
All TEE products will be manufactured
at Terex Corporation’s Farwell facility
with the exception of the trommel line,
which will be manufactured in Dungannon
in Northern Ireland. Technical support and
parts will also be managed from Farwell.
Customers will begin to see the change in
product nomenclature and livery at forthcoming trade shows throughout 2013.

U.S. Rigging to rep Omega
Pacific climbing gear
U.S. Rigging Supply Corp., an 11-year
TCIA associate member company located
in Santa Ana, California, is now a master
distributor for Omega Pacific’s product
lines. Omega Pacific is a U.S. manufacturer
of state-of-the-art carabiners and climbing
equipment. Omega Pacific carabiners are
CE and UIAA Certified with several carabiners certified by UL to NFPA standards.

Circle 12 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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“We at U.S. Rigging believe in partnering with our customers and suppliers in a
collaborative effort to remain on the cutting edge of technology and product
performance,” says Terry Walker, company president. “The addition of
Omega-Pacific products is the latest step in
our continuing commitment to provide the
highest performance products available in
the market today.”

Bandit celebrates 50,000th
Brush Bandit with contest
Hand-fed wood chippers and stump
grinders are the backbone of Michiganbased Bandit Industries, and as the
company celebrates 30 years of operation,
Bandit will also reach the milestone of
50,000 Brush Bandit machines produced.
To celebrate, Bandit is holding a special
contest through March 31, 2013, that
includes cash, prizes, and the chance to
own machine number 50,000.
“We very much wanted to do something
special to celebrate this milestone,” said
Jason Morey, Bandit small equipment sales
manager. “We certainly wouldn’t be here
without the support of our customers
through the years and this is a chance for us
to give something back. We are very excited to reach 50,000 and we’re just as excited
to start drawing names for the winners.”
The grand prize winner will receive several items including $5,000, a supply of
wear parts, a $500 dollar Bandit apparel
package, and bragging rights to owning
Brush Bandit number 50,000. Several runner-up prizes will also be awarded, and
everyone who enters will receive a Bandit
30th Anniversary jacket.
Anyone who orders a Bandit hand-fed
chipper or stump grinder for purchase
between February 1 and March 31, 2013,
is eligible for the contest. When ordering,
participants must ask to be included in the
contest. Contest winners will be drawn on
April 1, after which the grand prize winner
will have their order slotted into production as machine number 50,000.
For more information, visit a Bandit
authorized dealer, go online to www.banditchippers.com, or call 1-800-952-0178.
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Cutting Edge - Products

Tree Management Systems’ ArborGold Cloud
The new ArborGold Cloud from Tree
Management Systems, Inc. is an online
edition of the company’s ArborGold
Software. It performs the same key functions as ArborGold’s windows version,
including phone message and appointment management, job proposal creation
with landscape CAD drawings, drag and
drop scheduling, invoicing and marketing. Other key features include a
customer Web portal and integration
with QuickBooks. The cloud edition
works with the Mobile Estimator iPad app for sales people and Mobile Crew for
employees to view and update jobs in real time.

Terex HyPower Hybrid
System retrofit
Terex Utilities’ HyPower Hybrid System
retrofit program provides an option to retrofit a tree care truck fleet with the plug-in
power take-off (PTO) system that uses
stored energy from the system’s rechargeable batteries to power the non-propulsion
functions of most aerial lift vehicles. The
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All Gear “Husky Lite” goes pink!
All Gear is going pink – climbing for a cure! A
first of its kind, according to All Gear, their new
Husky Lite is a 3⁄8-inch double-braid composite rope
with a 5,000-pound tensile strength. It incorporates
All Gear’s polyester outer jacket with a nylon inner
core. All Gear is introducing its new neon pink
arborist bull rope in honor of breast cancer awareness/research. It is eye catching, great for light
rigging, functional – and 10 percent of sales will be
donated to help find a cure for breast cancer. A monitor on All Gear’s website will display growing
donations.
Circle 91 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

Diversified’s RigEm&Roll grapple
Diversified Products’s new RigEm&Roll remote-controlled grapple attaches to the load
line of a crane for safely grabbing and picking of large limbs, eliminating the need
to go out on the limbs to set chokers. Made of 100,000-psi steel, the RigEm&Roll
is independently powered by a self-contained, 24-volt battery and hydraulic system. It weighs 500 pounds, has a 5,500-pound lifting capacity and its grapple
jaws close with 1,000 psi of force for grabbing up to 20-inch diameter limbs.
The hydraulic cylinders offer fast cycle times and feature integrated check
valves, ensuring the jaws remain firmly closed until the operator releases
them, maximizing productivity and safety. The RigEm&Roll includes positioning spikes for rigging limbs angled up to 70 degrees from horizontal. A
remote control allows operation up to 400 feet away. Attaching to the load
line of a crane in less than a minute using a quick-attach system, it is capable of picking 60 limbs on a fully charged battery. The patented RigEm&Roll
was designed, developed and tested by arborist and TCIA member Tierson Boutte, and
licensed to Diversified Products for manufacturing, distribution and marketing.
Circle 92 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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system helps save fuel and reduce exhaust
emissions while allowing operators to function in a relatively quiet work environment.
The retrofit can help “green up” a fleet at a
reduced capital investment versus purchasing new. The HyPower system reduces the
engine idle hours on the job, resulting in
fewer oil changes, lower fuel consumption
and reducing the number of times an engine
will need to go into re-gen mode. The retrofit can be applied to any Terex or
competitive manufacturer’s aerial devices
five years old or newer and can be completed at any of 14 different Terex
Equipment Services locations. Retrofits can
be completed in as little as two weeks.
HyPower retrofitted trucks come with the
standard one-year warranty from the date of
in-service on the system.
Circle 93 on RS Card or visit
www.tcia.org/Publications

For more information on
products featured here, circle
the number on the Reader
Service Card, or visit
www.tcia.org/Publications.
Send Cutting Edge Product
information to: editor@tcia.org
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Industry Almanac

Events & Seminars
March 5, 2013
Modern Tree Worker 2-day training
Work Efficient, Work Smart, Work Safe - MGIA
Novi MI
Contact: (248) 646-4992; karla@landscape.org
March 5, 2013
MGIA 26th Annual Trade Show & Convention
Novi, MI
Contact: (248) 646-4992; karla@landscape.org
March 6-8, 2013
The Work Truck Show
Indiana Convention Ctr.
Indianapolis, IN
Contact: 1-800-441-6832; www.ntea.com
March 12, 2013
University of Massachusetts Community Tree Conf.
Stockbridge Hall, UMass Amherst, MA
Contact: http://umassgreeninfo.org/; UMass
Extension (413) 545-0895, eweeks@umext.umass.edu
March 12, 2013
A300 Tree Care Standards Workshop
Double Tree by Hilton
Sacramento, CA
Contact: Bob Rouse; 1-800-733-2622;
rouse@tcia.org
March 14-15, 2013
Urban Forestry Institute Annual Conference
Florida Urban Forestry Council
Univ. of South Florida, Tampa FL
Contact: Sandy Temple; (407) 872-1738;
info@fufc.org
March 15, 2013
Tree Care Equipment Auction
Rayco Mfg. facility
Wooster, OH
Contact: Alan Chenevey (to sell) 1-800-392-2686

More almanac online! For the most up to date calendar information,
visit www.tcia.org ð events ð industry-calendar
Send almanac listings to editor@tcia.org.

Upcoming TCIA Webinar
March 14, 2013
OSHA Compliance Made Simple
FREE!
Instructor: Peter Gerstenberger,
TCIA sr. safety advisor
CEUs:
1 CTSP & 1 ISA
Register: 1-800-733-2622;
www.tcia.org
March 20-21, 2013
Certified Treecare Safety Professional/CTSP Workshop
Hilton Garden Inn, Bradley Int’l Airport
Windsor, CT
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; peter@tcia.org
March 21-22, 2013
Tree Care Academy Aerial Rescue Workshop
Arboriculture Society of Michigan
Oakland Community College
Auburn Hills, MI
Contact: Nancy Carpenter; (517) 337-4999;
asm@acd.net
March 24-26, 2013*
Southern Chapter ISA Annual Conference
Memphis, TN
Contact: www.isasouthern.org
March 28, 2013
Ground Operations Specialist
Arboriculture Society of Michigan
Michigan Townships Assn. Offices
Lansing, MI
Contact: Nancy Carpenter; (517) 337-4999;
asm@acd.net

March 29, 2013
Chipper Operations Specialist
Arboriculture Society of Michigan
Michigan Townships Assn. Offices;
Lansing, MI
Contact: Nancy Carpenter; (517) 337-4999;
asm@acd.net
April 12-14, 2013
Midwest Urban Tree Care Forum (MUTCF)
Chicago, IL
Contact: www.midwesturbantreecareforum.com
April 17-18, 2013
Certified Treecare Safety Professional/CTSP Workshop
Mauget Office
Arcadia, CA
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; peter@tcia.org
May 7-10, 2013*
WCISA 79th Annual Conference & Trade Show
Hyatt Regency Indian Wells
Indian Wells, CA
Contact: www.wcisa.net; (866) 785-8960
May 16-17, 2013
Certified Treecare Safety Professional/CTSP Workshop
Lansing, MI
In conjunction w/ five-state tree climbing competition
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; peter@tcia.org
June 9-11, 2013*
Trees Florida
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Contact: www.treesflorida.org
July 31-August 1, 2013
PANTS Penn Atlantic Nursery Trade Show
Pennsylvania Convention Center
Philadelphia, PA
Contact: (732) 449-4004; www.pantshow.com
August 3-7, 2013*
ISA Annual International Conference and Trade Show
Totonto, Ontario, Canada
Contact: www.isa-arbor.com
November 12-13, 2013
Certified Treecare Safety Professional/CTSP Workshop
In conjunction with TCI EXPO
Charlotte, NC
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; peter@tcia.org
November 14-16, 2013*
2013 TCI EXPO Conference & Trade Show
Pre-conference workshops Nov. 13
Charlotte, NC
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; dcyr@tcia.org
Save the date!
* Indicates that TCIA staff will be in attendance
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Hazard Trees

By Chris Girard, CTSP
have had a fascination with tree rigging work ever since I was a young
kid and first saw some pictures of the
high-lead climbers in the old-time logging
books. When I became an arborist, that
passion for rigging work was carried over.
I became determined to learn as much
about it as I could, so that I could safely
tackle some of the more hazardous tree
removal jobs that we encounter occasionally in our industry.
In this article, I will explain some of the
methods and techniques that we used to
safely rig and remove a severely decayed
22-inch dbh sugar maple (Acer saccharum).
It all started one wet and rainy morning
this past fall, when I received a call from a
client to go look at a “dead” tree that he
wanted removed. When I arrived on site, it
was pretty obvious that this was going to
be a difficult removal. The tree was situated on the back side of a house that was
literally built into a rock slope with no
access for either a bucket truck or crane. It
was a codominant tree that had lost one of
its main leaders to decay at about 40-feet
up the trunk. Adjacent to and slightly
behind it was a healthy hemlock that I
knew would come in handy later. (Fig. A).
The tree was 50 to 60 feet tall. The
remaining “healthy” leader hung precariously over the roof and would have to be
rigged down using extreme care. It certainly wasn’t an ideal situation in which to
remove an already compromised tree.
The first thing to do was to perform a
thorough site and tree hazard assessment
and then come up with a rigging-forremoval plan. TCIA has a great checklist
that I use when planning a hazardous
removal and I encourage others to contact
them for more information.
Complete articles and books have been
written about tree risk and hazard assess-

ment and I would like to add that no one
should ever underestimate the value of
checking for potential hazards while working in and around trees. Some of the site
hazards that I encountered were existing
structures, overhead service wires (within
1-foot of the tree to be removed) and steep,
rocky, wet slopes.
Upon assessing this tree, I determined
that the biggest potential hazard was a catastrophic structural failure in the crown
while rigging down pieces of wood. While
I was performing my hazard tree evaluation from the ground, I noticed that there
were numerous large holes throughout the
main trunk with upward of 75 percent
decay in the crown, just above where the
leader hanging over the house was located.
(Fig. B). There were visible horizontal and
vertical stress cracks running along the
stem.
Drilling and sounding was also used to
evaluate the structural integrity of the
lower trunk wood.
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(Fig. A): Hazardous maple tree on the left.

After finishing with my review, I came
up with a rigging plan that I felt would not
only allow me to safely climb in the tree,
but also to rig pieces of wood down. The
plan to mitigate the tree called for the use

(Fig. B): Significant decay within the crown was apparent.

of multiple guy lines as well as straps within the tree. First, I took an inventory of the
equipment that was going to be needed and
then factored in some extra. This was not
going to be a tree to skimp on mitigation or
equipment.
My crew and I reviewed our Emergency
Response numbers/Aerial Rescue plan,
making sure that we had the necessary
contacts listed and available to everyone.
We established the work zone, reviewing
where the pieces were going to be landing
and where to place the brush and wood
during the removal. After that, we held a
job briefing, which covered the tree/site
hazards, other hazards that we might
encounter on the job, special precautions,
PPE, and specific work assignments.
Then it was time to get started.
I started out by securing my climb line
within the crown of the hemlock using my
Rope Wrench 2 and SRT (single rope technique) line, run through a retrievable
friction saver. Having this false crotch and
line in the adjacent tree gave me an excellent backup should the maple fail, as it
wasn’t possible for me to set up a traversable high-line between any trees to work out
of.
Another safety feature that I incorporated
was the use of a breakaway lanyard that I
made. I used a piece of three-strand arborist
climbing line with a rated rope snap spliced
onto one end and I didn’t use a stopper knot
on the other end, which would allow my
friction hitch to slide off the end quickly if
needed. I attached a small Black Diamond
carabiner (non-rated to around 200 pounds)
to my rope snap and used this while rigging
out pieces of wood (Fig. C). (It should be
noted that while climbing and working, the
rope snap was used and it was only when
making hazardous cuts, that the non-rated
carabiner was used.)
Part of my mitigation plan called for the
installation of 10,000-pound load binder
straps set in the worst areas of decay (Fig.
D).
I also planned to use a guying system
where three separate 1⁄2-inch double-braid
rigging lines would be used to anchor and
stabilize the tree along its vertical axis. The
first line was set directly behind the lead
(lean) of the tree and would give the maximum support to the tree while rigging.
The other two were set approximately 45

(Fig. C): Author showing setup of breakaway lanyard.

degrees along either side of the main guy
even heavy-duty steel carabiners. At the
line. All three lines were secured to sturdy
same time as you are setting the rigging
trees and tensioned using Maasdam 3⁄4-ton
points, you feed a double-braid rigging line
rope pullers. Mechanical Advantage (MA)
through the hardware and then set an
Z-rigs could have been used, but I was betarborist block at the primary point of
ter able to gauge and apply tension using
removal. The system when set up resemthe rope pullers. Care was taken not to
bles a bent over fishing pole (Fig. E).
over-tension the lines, which could have
By using the fishing-pole technique, we
easily caused the trunk to fail.
can add more rope into our rigging system,
After climbing and securing the tree
which then helps in reducing dynamic
through our mitigation plan, I felt that it
loading. This technique allowed me to
was ready to be rigged out. Before prospread the forces out along the entire
ceeding though, I decided to add one more
length of the tree, which made the removal
5
precaution by taking a ⁄8-inch double-braid
much safer. A lowering device was set as
rigging line and lacing it part way down
the stem, through the area of severe
decay and then tensioning it as well.
This, in theory, would provide support to
the wood along the weakened stem and
help mitigate breakage in those areas as
well.
Our rigging plan consisted of the use
of the fishing-pole technique, which was
necessary due to the lack of an overhead
rigging point, as well as to the amount of
decay within the trunk wood. For those
of you who are unfamiliar with this technique, it basically consists of setting
multiple rigging points every 10 feet or
so, up the stem and along a long horizontal branch or leader to be removed,
using steel rescue pulleys, shackles, or (Fig. D): Load binder straps used in areas of severe decay.
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(Fig. E): Hazardous tree – guyed, strapped and fishingpole technique setup for removal.

the anchor point at the base of the tree,
which allowed us to manage the friction in
a very controlled way, rather than taking
trunk wraps.
The removal went ahead as planned. I
held my breath while making that first cut,

expecting the worst to happen, but the
tree remained very stable due to our mitigation plan. I then carefully and
progressively removed sections of the
leader, working my way back toward the
trunk. Each time that I reached a rescue
pulley, I replaced it with the arborist
block.
The pieces were controlled with one
worker holding a tag line and another
one on the lowering device. Nothing was
allowed to run, due to the roof and house
directly beneath. We continued removing the leader all the way back to the
trunk until I got into the areas of decay.
At that point, I had enough open area
along the right side of one of the guy
lines, that I was able to fell the remainder of the stem (Fig. F).
We were all very pleased when that
stem hit the ground. The top 10-feet simply exploded, even with having the load
binder straps still attached to it. There is
no doubt in my mind that had we not (Fig. F) What was left of the rotten stem, just prior to the felling
taken the necessary precautions to safely cut.
work on this tree, someone would have
removal went as planned.
been seriously hurt or killed – and it likely
There is so much valuable information
would have been me.
out there today on proper tree rigging and
All in all, I was extremely pleased with
cutting techniques, and I encourage young
the outcome of the project. Never did we
climbers and riggers to learn as much as
have to rush, or feel rushed. The job was
they possibly can before tackling a
bid accordingly and the rigging and
removal that could ultimately cost them, or
one of their crew members, their limbs or
their lives.
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Chris Girard, CTSP, is an ISA Certified
Arborist and owner of TCIA-member
Girard Tree Service in Gilmanton, New
Hampshire.
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Accreditation Profile

By Janet Aird
aul Bagley, owner of Downey
Trees, Inc., has a very simple philosophy: “Without employees we
don’t have customers, and without customers we don’t have employees,” says
Russell Lee, vice president of the company’s Tree Care Operations. That
philosophy has led Downey, an accredited
21-year TCIA-member company, to
becoming the largest full-service tree care
company in the area.
Founded in 1984 by Bagley and
Downey Poteat, who left in 1989 and
recently returned, the company has offices
in Cummings, Norcross, Lake City and
Marietta, all in Georgia, and in Destin,
Florida. Some 70 to 75 percent of their
customers are commercial, including golf
courses and the vacation resort Lake
Lanier Islands. The rest are a combination
of residential and municipal clients.
“We offer all tree care services,” says
Lee. “We have so many arborists and
we’re so diverse,
we can handle
anything.”
The majority of
the work is split
between pruning
and
removals.
They prune for
maintenance, with
thinning, crown
reduction, dead
Paul Bagley
wooding and roof
and building clearance; but they also espalier (train shrubs or
trees to grow flat against a wall), pleach
(interweave living and dead branches to
create a living fence), and pollard, which,
according to ANSI standards, is not the
same as topping, but is done to regulate the
size and shape of certain types of trees.
They have a 30-ton crane for removals,
as is necessary. “A lot of the removals are

because of the drought,” Lee says. “The
majority of the trees we remove have
declined or died. When we start looking at
three or four or five years of drought and
100 degree weather, it weakens the tree
and the beetles finish them off.”
They do their best not to remove trees
that are still alive. Instead, whenever possible, they try to strengthen the tree with
inoculations, deep root aeration, fertilization and mycorrhizal applications. If it’s a
landscape tree, they do deep watering.
Downey’s PHC programs for trees and
shrubs include monthly or bi-monthly visits to the property for integrated pest
management, which might include insect
and fungal control, growth regulation,
microinjections, de-compaction, radial
trenching and root collar excavations.
They also do cabling, bracing and lightning protection, especially on golf courses,
and consult on tree appraisals, tree inventories, tree conservation and risk analysis.
The company also has a vegetation management division. “It isn’t a big division,
but it takes care of our current customers’
needs,” Lee says. They use specialized
equipment including forestry mowers to
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The Downey Trees management team.

thin and mulch forested areas without disturbing desirable trees; spray trucks that
treat to control kudzu – which can grow an
entire foot in one day; and equipment to
clean out retention ponds.
The company began recycling green
waste back in 1997. “Paul and his brotherin-law saw a problem landscapers had,” he
says. “It became a profit center.”
With 45-yard grapple trucks, road tractors
with 15 trailers, and a variety of other heavy
equipment, Downey collects approximately
400,000 cubic yards of unwanted plant
material per year from commercial landscape and tree companies. They recycle it
into wood fuel for power plants, wood
mulches and planting compost mixes.
The company has 70 employees all
together, many of them long term, including Lee, who has been with Downey for 13
years.
Downey encourages education for its
employees, which benefits the company as
well as the employees, Lee says. Two
employees are Certified Treecare Safety
Professionals (CTSPs), 15 are ISA-certified arborists and two are degreed
horticulturalists.
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Two Downey Tree crew members train on a takedown.

They do very little advertising. “The
vast, vast majority of our customers are
repeat customers and referrals, some 90
percent,” Lee says. “A lot of our repeat

customers don’t even ask for a proposal.
They just ask us to do the job.”
The company name is on the sides of
their trucks, and they have the telephone
number “800-treeservice” and a website.
This year they’re experimenting with
direct marketing.
Downey received Angie’s List Super
Service Award in 2011. They also do
community service work. They recycle
Christmas trees and donate mulch for
Boy Scout projects. They also care for
trees that communities have adopted,
such as the American Elm Georgia
Champion Tree in the City of Norcross,
which is more than 100 years old and the
largest American elm in the state.
Lee attributes Downey’s success to
owner Paul Bagley. As an employer,
“Paul is just a really, really good guy to
work for,” he says.
Lee says that, as a business owner,
Bagley’s belief is that, “We want to be
profitable but we make sure the customer
is happy first. We make sure the job is ethically and morally correct.”

“I’m proud of our reputation,” says Lee.
“There are a lot of fly-by-night tree care
companies out there. Our reputation has
always been that we do the right thing for
the right reason with impeccable service.”
Downey was accredited in October
2007.
“There was no standard of excellence
anywhere,” he says. “We were already
considered the elite in the Southeast.
Accreditation validated that.”
The entire process took about six
months. They already had all their documentation and their business plan in place,
and they were doing everything in the field
that TCIA required.
“The biggest thing was getting our
paperwork to match what TCIA was looking for,” Lee says. “It was mostly minor
tweaking of the wording of proposals and
things like that.”
Their plans for the future include
expanding in the Southeast in a few years.
“We’re continuing to grow in this area,”
he says. “We’re continuing to move forward.”
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By Howard Gaffin, BCMA, RCA

The willow prior to pruning, in April 2011.

obtain notoriety for challenging the practices of the past with modern science. A
New Tree Biology would not be published
until 1986. Tree response to wounding was
being studied and documented. CODIT,
and bark ridge pruning were introduced
and tree topping was now chastised.
So now I present to you a technique I
will call “extreme heading back.” OK, I
topped the tree, but not indiscriminately. I
really wanted to call it entrenchment (a
novel approach to managing veteran trees),
but my methodology was far more primitive and abrupt.
I performed extreme heading on my fair
share of willow (and other) trees early in
my career. It was commonly done, and at
that point, I did what I was told. Slap on
some spurs and climb on up. Make a cut at
the desired height, slather on the tree paint,
beauty!
As I became more “educated,” the pendulum swung the other way. I was proud of my
righteous stance on tree toppers, and they’re
heinous crimes. I refused to do any topping
whatsoever. I knew stuff! Thirty years later,
to quote Socrates, “The only true wisdom is
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lush cuts were still the norm when I
began my arboricultural sojourn. In
1983, Dr. Alex Shigo spoke at my
alma mater. He was just beginning to

F

The willow was “pruned” in June 2011 (photo below), and
above is what it looked like 15 months later, in September
2012. Photos courtesy of the author.

in knowing you know nothing.”
While this technique will be rarely be
confused with fine tree pruning, there are

times when the situation leaves few
options other than removal. The willow
(Salix species) I present here had considerable dieback in the crown and a lean
toward the house. The multi-stemmed
structure indicates a previous rodeo with a
saw-wielding partner. While the root
anchorage still seemed solid, the hollow
trunk supporting all the scaffolds was a
real concern.

be removed, this tree might still provide
benefits for years to come.
Referring to my trusty ANSI A300 pruning guidelines, specifications were
derived.
The Clients Goal: Retain the tree, reduce
the risk and create a structure to promote a
low, spreading crown.
Considerations: Willow tree, fast grower, strong likelihood of epicormic

sprouting.
Pruning Objectives: Reduce risk,
remove stems exhibiting disease or decay
back to healthy wood, encourage lower
epicormic sprouting.
Pruning Method Options:
u Crown cleaning along with light
reduction pruning.
u Crown cleaning with a combination of
heading back and reduction pruning.

The willow trunk.

Willows are poor compartmentalizers.
They are subject to cankers, leaf spots,
rust, tar spot, aphids, and leaf beetles to
name just a few afflictions. The wood can
be brittle and break apart in storms.
Leaves, twigs and branches are constantly
falling. The root system is aggressive and
can ravage underground pipe. The…wait,
why not just cut the $#%* thing down!?
OK, the pros:
u Likes wet conditions and is an excellent choice for areas with standing water,
but can withstand drought to some extent.
u Not too fussy about soils, though does
not like a high pH.
u Fast grower, usually strong regrowth
response to loss of parts
u Aesthetics. Ah there’s the rub, maybe
the deal maker. Imagine a hot, steaming,
summer day in the shade by the pond. The
willow crown bends to the will of a gentle
breeze precluded by ripples in the water...
but I digress. The point is, they’re nice to
look at.
Though the trunk of this tree was fairly
compromised, it was also incredibly cool.
Twisted and gnarled, it was hollow right
through, but did exhibit good health and
wound-wood formation. If the risk could
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The willow in September 2011, three months after pruning.

Extreme heading back (client’s
choice).
Specifications:
u Reduce stems to an approximate
height of 10 to15 feet.
u Actual site of cuts will be based on the
size of the cut (the smaller, the better),
evidence of existing decay and the
presence of live growth or nodal areas.
u Remove any remaining dead, broken,
u

or diseased parts.
A written proposal was provided to
the client outlining the goals and
objectives. We planned the work for
mid-June. I felt the timing would be
late enough to obtain some benefit
from the current year’s growth, yet
early enough to develop new shoots
and promote some wound closure
activity.
Access to the tree with an aerial lift
was possible, and deemed the safest,
most efficient way to do the job. We
placed ¾-inch plywood on the turf and
maneuvered the aerial lift into position, maintaining a safe distance from
the root zone. The pruning was performed to specifications, no one got hurt,
and we didn’t break anything.
Upon completion, we stood back to The willow in September 2012, once again providing shade to its
owners.
marvel at our handiwork. Woof. Had we
trophe. Topping! Heretics!
not been in a rural area I would have been
OK, younger, smarter, more handsome
inclined to cover our signage and don
version of me – ANSI A300 defines toppaper bag head-gear. A younger version of
ping as: “Reduction of tree size using
me would have railed at this obvious catasinternodal cuts without regard to tree
health or structural integrity.” In this case,
the cuts were made just above the nodes,
with full regard to health, structure and
integrity. That’s right – extreme heading
back.
We returned in September of that year to
find a nice flush of growth emanating from
all the remaining leaders, much to my
relief. Another year later, the willow
exhibits the type of crown envisioned. We
will likely return soon to do some crown
cleaning and thinning. The trees’ stewards
are very happy with the results, and will
likely enjoy this specimen for years to
come.
I by no means wish to condone or promote this type of endeavor. I do not expect
to see “extreme heading back” as a sanctioned ANSI pruning method anytime
soon. I do propose that some situations
require unorthodox solutions, and that
ANSI guidelines may still be applied. You
may just need to bend them a bit, like the
willow.
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Howard Gaffin, BCMA, RCA and
Massachusetts Certified Arborist, is owner
of Gaffin Tree & Landscaping, a TCIA
member-company located in Rowley,
Massachusetts.
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Letters & Emails

Send letters & emails to editor@tcia.org

Following the rules
I just read your (Mark Garvin’s) editorial
(“Cutting Corners Costs Us All More”) in
the September 2012 issue of TCI Magazine,
and you are spot on. I’ve run into lots of
operators who try to call their employees
sub-contractors, and most don’t want to
hear about how much they are violating the
law, not to mention the risk they put on their
employees and, ultimately, themselves.
Many years ago workers’ comp rates
were so high for tree work in Washington
state that most companies were not reporting. A group of us tree company owners
then met with some state folks and eventually convinced them that we were not
loggers and that we needed new categories
that better reflect what it is we actually do.
For at least 20 years we have been allowed
to self-audit our hours between a “tree care
& pruning service” category, (this year it’s
$4.74/hour), and “lawn care maintenance,”
($1.72). The employees track the hours
that they are actually climbing or working
above 12 feet or so on a step ladder, and it
turns out we report the vast majority of our
hours at the lower rate. And, the state of
Washington is very satisfied with this as at
least contractors are reporting and paying
the insurance. It’s a win-win for all.
FYI: A former employee, and a very
skilled arborist and crew leader, headed to
NYC to work in post-Sandy cleanup and
he could not believe the incredible level of
tree work incompetence and outright corruption going on. Rigging and general
safety standards were scarce and most

were paid cash under the table. He could
take it for only about a month, and then he
headed home, bewildered that tree work
could still be done so badly in America’s
largest city. You and your colleagues may
want to look into this and I’m sure my former employee would be glad to furnish
names and phone numbers.
Thanks again for all you do.
John Hushagen
Seattle Tree Preservation, Inc.
Seattle, Washington

Where is second point of
tie-in?
One big question I had after seeing
“Questions about Single Rope Technique
and Gear for Climbers” (TCI, February
2013) – where is CTSP Donny Coffey’s
(page 40) secondary fall protection? No
lanyard when aloft and using a saw? The
content was very good, but it’s crucial to
teach (or remind) arborists that any new
gear, methods and techniques should not
be used if they’re not done with safety as
the No. 1 most important factor. And it
might be nitpicky, but someone made a
pretty gruesome cut on the branch behind
his right foot – ouch!
Thanks otherwise for an excellent piece
and remember to climb (& prune) safely
out there, folks.
Patrick O’Meara, CLT
ISA Certified Arborist
The Natural Way, Inc.
Englewood, Colorado
Tchukki Andersen, BCMA, CTSP, staff
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arborist for TCIA, responds: As we know,
the Z133-2012 section 6.3.7 states:
“Arborists shall be tied in and use a second means of being secured when
operating a chain saw in a tree.” There is
also reference to being tied in twice in this
section: 8.1.18 “…Two means of being
secured shall be used when the arborist
determines it is advantageous.” There is
no mention of being tied in twice when
using a handsaw aloft.
You can see by Donny’s work positioning
that the handsaw is extended and cutting
away from his body or climbing system.
While it is a good idea to have two points
of attachment when using a handsaw near
the climbing line (or at any time), it is not
a requirement according to the guidance in
the Z133.
Regarding the poor cut in the background: The tree being climbed was to
have several larger leaders removed that
were threatening a structure. Some cuts
were made on one hazardous leader (the
one with the ‘gruesome” cut) for climber
positioning but later the entire leader was
removed, as was the leader that Donny
was using the handsaw on.

Kudos by email…
Thank you guys. I really enjoy reading
my Tree Care Industry Magazine.
Treeman [bodean320@gmail.com]

The value of a professional
After reading your article “The Cost of a
Professional” (by Darren Bucksa, TCI,
February 2013), I found it to be just what
many people in my area need to read so
that they can understand the difference
between a certified arborist and a man with
a chain saw. I would like the permission to
copy and post this article in several public
places to further educate them.
Thank you for writing this great story.
Bob Baer, ISA Cert. Arborist
My Backyard Landscape Enhancements
Dunlap, Illinois
Editor’s note: Feel free to go ahead and
make copies and post them or hand them
out. Please keep the author’s name and the
TCI Magazine folio with the date.
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These days, machines such as Bobcat’s Model A770 compact loader, shown here, are still good for hauling big loads, but the company also now offers their MT52 and MT55 mini loaders to
compete in the growing mini-loader market.

By Rick Howland

Until the mini skid steer entered the picture, if you were
doing a takedown job in a backyard, you had to do
more cutting into small pieces and walk pieces away...
This is a far more economical and safe operation when
you add up all the benefits.

n the world of the ever-shrinking mini
skid steer and compact utility loader,
less is more.
There are many different kinds of work
to be done by these little brutes. That’s not
lost on manufacturers, some new to that
market. At least two venerable tree care
industry names, Bandit and Morbark,
have, or will have, their own lines of small
loaders in the marketplace this year.
(It is difficult to clearly define this class
of technology. Sometimes a compact
loader may be a small, climb-in-the-cockpit machine; other times it is a
manufacturer’s way of describing a walkbehind tracked unit. Same for skid steer
technology. As you shop for a machine, be
sure of the nomenclature the manufacturer
uses and, with a quick Web search you can
ensure that you are looking at the type of

machine you need.)
The allure of these machines starts with
their ability to access tight spaces and
function with a very light footprint. They
are very versatile. Just like their big brothers, compacts and minis can be had with
wheels or tracks depending on the type of
business you do.
The real benefits derive from the variety
of work you can do, with more than 100
universal-fit attachments. (Caution on
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I

Todd Roorda, Vermeer
attachments. They interchange within their
class; for example, it is near to impossible
to install a full-size skid steer attachment
on a mini. When you hear “interchangeable,” STOP; be clear what you are buying
and what you can install on your machine.)
“For tree care, the most popular use of
these machines is removing material,” says
Todd Roorda, tree care sales manager for
Vermeer Manufacturing Company. “Until
the mini skid steer entered the picture, if

you were doing a takedown job in a backyard, you had to do more cutting into small
pieces and walk pieces away. That meant a
lot of trips, a lot of labor and back
injuries.”
“Now,” he says, “tree care guys use
them like a tractor. Grab on with a brush or
log grapple attachment and drag material
from the back to front yard, then into a
chipper or onto a truck or trailer to be
hauled off. This is a far more economical
and safe operation when you add up all the
benefits. We find that tree care guys are
using these mini skid steers every day.”
The less-costly smaller engines are also
more fuel efficient and are quieter to operate than larger models. (Right now,
according to those we interviewed, none of
the machines, including most of the large
skid steers and loaders, require hearing
protection by law, but all caution that hearing protection is up to the operator who

Vermeer’s S450TX mini loader with a grapple attachment.

must assess each situation and working
environment. Hearing protection is
required when sound levels reach or
exceed 85 decibels.)
Roorda continues, “Controls are intuitive. It does not take a long time to learn to
operate the mini skid steer.”
Vermeer mini skid steer machines feature what Roorda describes as “a
chariot-style platform.” There are rails on
the side of the platform where the operator
stands. Since the unit can spin 360 degrees,
on varying surfaces they can be jerky. He
says, “We went to the chariot-style, which
gives operators something to lean on and to
brace themselves if necessary.”
The Vermeer mini comes in three rideon models: the S450TX, a tracked model

Vermeer’s S800TX mini loader is a 35-hp diesel-powered track unit introduced last year.

available in either 27-hp gas or 25-hp
diesel engine; the S650TX, a tracked, 25hp diesel engine unit capable of an 80-inch
lift (allowing dumping into a one-ton
dump truck); and the S800TX, a 35-hp
diesel-powered track unit introduced last
year.
“Costs range from the mid $20,000 to
lower $30,000 range, depending on the
type of attachments one needs,” he adds.
(The basic purchase typically includes a
log and brush grapple and a bucket.)
“As long as you take care of them,
they’ll last a long time,” Roorda adds. But,
he warns, “Any time you put rubber tack
tracks on concrete a lot, you will get premature wear. Otherwise, these machines
are simple… hydrostatic pumps and
motors and hydraulic lines. There is not a
lot to overall maintenance. Keep the pivot
pins greased and keep service items (belts
and hoses) and tracks tightened.”
Indicative of the growing popularity of
these smaller machines, starting this year
you will see this compact loader technology from both Bandit and Morbark. The
former will be introducing its own line; the
latter is already in the marketplace, having
purchased and now building machines
under the Boxer brand.
Bandit says the decision to get into this
market was based on demand by tree care
pros for added convenience and increased
production they provide with hand-fed
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – MARCH 2013

chippers, and also a spike in demand for
extra equipment following weather events
such as Superstorm Sandy.
“We are developing prototypes to show
to the industry by April and should be in
full production by the summer,” says Jason
Morey, Bandit sales manager.

A Morbark Boxer 500 series loader travels through a
gate, one of the great advantages of the smaller loaders
and skid steers.
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Though Morbark’s Boxer model 320 is on the smaller end of the Boxer line, it can do its fair share of load hauling.

Bandit initially looked at mini-loaders as
far back as 2011 after producing a custom
Model 1990XP for a Bandit customer in

Illinois; the chipper was modified to carry
a portable mini-loader, and the combination proved successful.

Circle 13 on RS Card or visit
www.tcia.org/Publications
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“We had been debating for a few years
building our line and doing market
research,” according to Morey. “Certainly,
it is a competitive market, but with our
dealer network we can distribute a good
number of these machines, especially since
they complement our line and it gives our
dealers another Bandit product to sell.”
He was circumspect about sharing
details of the actual machines, but said
Bandit will offer both wheeled and tracked
and gasoline and diesel models (most likely Kohler gas and Kubota diesel.)
One of the great benefits to the mini is
that, “You just can’t believe all the attachments available. We will offer a variety of
industry standards,” Morey says. “Our mini
skid steer loaders will be competitively
priced, and we expect good sales because
Bandit is a value brand, and these will complement our grinders. They should be ideal
for companies that specialize in removals.”
In January, Morbark announced its purchase of the entire Boxer line of mini
utility loaders.
“These machines will continue to be
marketed as Boxer with Morbark’s backing and as another Morbark trade name or
product extension,” Jason Showers,
Morbark product manager, said in
February, just three days after the company
began manufacturing the Boxer line at its
Winn, Michigan, facility. Showers says
some high-volume, universal-mount
attachments (buckets and forks, for example) also will be manufactured by
Morbark.
The Boxer line is comprised of four levels. The tracked model 118 is a dedicated
trencher featuring the smallest horsepower
rating (18), used mostly for landscaping.
The 300 series features two models: 20hp
gas and 22hp diesel versions.
“In tree care,” Showers says, “diesel is
most popular because of higher torque output and greater lift capacity. It just can do
more. Tree care companies basically use
them with grapples to move logs, take trees
and debris to a chipper and perhaps a brush
to clean up after a stump grinder.”
The model 400 has greater operational
capacity at 25 hp in the diesel version and
27 hp for gas. It can be tracked (diesel) or
wheeled (gas).
Finally, the 500 is the big boy and tracked
only, available in 30 hp gas or 32 hp diesel.
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A Terex PT100 compact loader being used in storm cleanup. Terex recently introduced the new PT-110 and PT-110 forestry,
both 110-hp compact track loader models with greater peak torque and hydraulic flow.

“This one has greater lift because of the
higher hydraulic output and comes with
dual high/low flow output, which means it
can run many attachments. The chassis is
adjustable to get it through the standard 36inch gate” with or without a load, Showers
adds.
Regarding attachments, “Tree care guys

usually want a bucket, grapple fork, pallet
forks, stump grinder and perhaps a tree
spade,” he says, which the model 500 will
handle.
He says to watch for the familiar yellow
and black Boxer coloring and decals with a
Morbark manufacturing and serial number.
He adds that Morbark will also support the
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older Boxer units. Availability will be a
combination of Morbark’s dealer network
and the Boxer distribution channel.
Bobcat, long known for an array of traditional-size and compact skid steers as
well as all wheel loaders, is also a purveyor of minis, namely the rubber-tracked
MT52 and MT55.
Justin Odegaard, Bobcat product specialist, says minis are either walk-behind
or ride-on, with an optional sulky-like
operator platform. “As far as attachments
go, the sky’s the limit.”
Both models are just three feet wide,
even with a bucket installed.
The M52 operates off a 44-cubic-inch
diesel engine, the M55 a 54.9-cubic-inch.
More than two dozen attachments are
approved for the Bobcat minis, from angle
broom to vibratory plow.
The next step up would be a super mini
skid steer loader, the S70, only six feet tall
and three feet wide, for getting into back
yards. It shares some tools with the Mclass skid steer and track loader, but not all.
He notes that, “All wheeled steer and
track loaders do better (than traditional
skid steers) for keeping turf intact. It can
mean the difference of between 30 to 40
pounds of ground pressure on a skid steer
and 4 to 7 pounds for a mini. That’s a significant difference and worth taking into
consideration.”
Jamie Wright, product manager for
Terex Construction Americas, which
makes a broad range of loading-type
equipment, says, “Because compact track
loaders and skid steer loaders offer powerful hydraulic systems that can run many
types of attachments in many applications,
this can often make the decision of purchasing the right loader a very challenging
task.” (The Terex compact loader is a
small, ride-in-the-cab-type machine.)
He states that since 2009 alone, the compact track loader (CTL) market has
increased 58 percent.
“A CTL’s low ground pressure, exceptional flotation, traction, and versatility
will work on virtually any material and
ground condition, making them ideal for
many different applications,” says Wright.
“Terex CTLs are purpose-built machines
designed from the ground up to run on a
suspended rubber track for excellent traction, flotation, ground clearance and
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Toro’s Dingo TX 525 diesel compact utility loader.

balance. Our models also have a very low
center of gravity, exceptional stability, and
great ground clearance, which improves
productivity when working on side hills or
uneven terrain.”
“Skid steer loaders are built to get loading, picking and carrying, grading, back
dragging or jobsite material removal jobs
done faster and more efficiently,” Wright

maintains.
Terex skid steer loader features include
10 inches of ground clearance for pushing
through rugged underfoot conditions, oneside daily service checks to make routine
maintenance easy, low tower design for
excellent visibility, high tractive effort to
push harder – making the unit more productive, joystick control for smooth and
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easy operation, tilt-up ROPS (roll-overprotection-structure) to accommodate
maintenance checks and an optional
hydraulic quick attach system.
Terex attachments for its skid steer
loader and compact track loader lines
include an auger, backhoe, rotary broom,
general purpose bucket, light-material
bucket, multi-purpose bucket, dozer blade,
pallet forks, power box rake, snow blade,
snow blower, stump grinder, trencher,
vibratory roller and the Loegering-brand
Eliminator rake. Each attachment comes
standard with the necessary hydraulic lines
and connectors or electric connections for
a quick, easy fit.
Terex recently introduced the new PT110 and PT-110 forestry, both 110-hp
compact track loader models. Featuring
electronic, 4-cylinder, turbo-powered
Perkins Tier 4i diesel engines, the new
Terex PT-110 CTLs boast 332 ft-lb of peak
torque at 1,400 rpm, 45 gpm of hydraulic
flow and a two-speed transmission that
allows travel speeds up to 10 mph.
Terex also recently introduced the GSeries mulcher attachment for clearing
brush, mowing grass and weeds, as well as
cutting down and mulching trees up to 8
inches in diameter.
Neil Borenstein, is senior marketing
manager at Toro, maker of the Toro Dingo
line of ride-on compact, wheeled and
tracked utility loaders. They are offered in
34.5 and 44.5-inch widths.
“Tree care guys typically purchase our
machines with grapples for use in back
yards where they have to cut up trees and
bring material around to the front curb to
load into a truck or chipper,” says
Borenstein. “This saves a lot of labor. Most
prefer tracked units, which are more turf
friendly with limited damage to lawns.”
The physical profile of the Toro Dingo
line makes for high operator visibility.
Another advantage to these machines is,
according to Borenstein, “the easy-to-operate controls. You can put on a
lower-trained operator and be assured that
the equipment can be safely operated.”
He notes that the Toro Dino products can
use industry-standard, interchangeable
attachments. The company features its
Dingo Quick Attach System, simply put,
two levers that allow an operator to change
most attachments in a minute.
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Accidents Briefs
Taken from published reports or reported directly to TCIA staff, as noted.
Trimmer using pole pruner electrocuted
A tree trimmer was electrocuted January
5, 2013, in Rancho Palos Verdes,
California, when his pole pruner contacted
a power line. Enrique Torres, 31, of
Cudahy, Calif., was about 25 feet up in a
pine tree trimming its branches when his
10-foot pruning shear came into contact
with an overhead electrical cable. An initial investigation showed that he may have
hung his pruning shear on the electrical
wire, triggering the charge, which also
knocked out power to nearby residences,
according to the Daily Breeze in Torrance,
Calif.
Climber shocked by power lines
Craig Benavidez, 52, was critically
injured January 7, 2013, when he contacted
a 13,000-volt power line while trimming a
pine tree in Las Cruces, New Mexico.
Emergency responders airlifted him to
University Medical Center of El Paso.
Benavidez had been taking down an
Afghan pine that had grown tall enough to
be a potential hazard to the power lines.

Suspended by his safety harness, Benavidez
hung motionless for several minutes after
being shocked. Eventually Benavidez could
be seen moving. After officials cut power to
the immediate area, a technical rescue team
from the Las Cruces Fire Department
worked to free Benavidez.
One firefighter climbed a ladder, took
Benavidez’s chain saw and dropped it to
the ground, then climbed into the tree’s
only remaining branches. He and another
firefighter then helped to lower Benavidez.
Benavidez, who has worked as an
arborist for more than 30 years, was wearing climbing spurs to help climb the tree,
according to a Las Cruces Sun-News
report.
Tree worker killed by cut tree
A tree worker was killed January 8,
2013, in Greenwich, Connecticut, after
being struck by a cut tree trunk.
Alvarro Lopez, 26, of Port Chester,
Conn., was working with his family’s
Greenwich landscaping business removing
a large tree. Lopez had cut a large section
of the trunk when it fell backward and hit
him, knocking him unconscious.
Lopez was in cardiac arrest when emer-

gency responders arrived. He was taken to
Greenwich Hospital, where he was pronounced dead.
Lopez was wearing a harness and using
boot spikes, according to a report in The
Hartford Courant, suggesting he may have
been in the tree when the accident
occurred.
Trimmer dies after struck by chain saw
A man trimming trees at an apartment
complex in Phoenix, Arizona, died January
11, 2013, after being struck by his chain
saw while in a tree.
The man was in a tree with a running
chain saw when part of the tree collapsed.
He lost control of the chain saw, which
then hit him. The victim was able to
remove himself from the tree, and onto a
rooftop with help from bystanders at the
scene.
When fire officials arrived at the scene
they provided advance life support on the
rooftop, and transported him to a trauma
center where he died.
The man, who neighbors believe was in
his 20s, also lived at the complex with his
father, according to the KNXV-TV,
ABC15.com report.
Man dies after fall from tree
A man died in Wichita, Kansas, January
11, 2013, after falling 30 to 40 feet from a
tree to the ground.
Two men were trimming a tree for a
friend at the time. The 40-year-old victim
had secured himself to a large trunk-size
branch while cutting it. When the branch
gave way, the man fell. Police say the man
may have also gotten tangled in the rope he
was using to secure himself during the fall.
The man was rushed to the hospital in
very critical condition. He died a short
time after arriving.
Police do not know if either of the men
were experienced tree trimmers, according
to the KWCH 12 Eyewitness News report.

Accidents in the tree care industry that occurred during the month of January 2013. Graphic compiled from reports gathered by, or submitted to, TCIA staff.
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Trimmer injured in fall from bucket
A tree trimmer suffered only minor
injuries after he fell about 25 feet from an
aerial lift in Warren, Michigan, January 15,
2013. Todd Weissman, 38, of Farmington
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Hills and working for a local tree care
company trimming tree when the bucket of
the lift tipped, dropping him to the ground.
Weissman was not wearing a fall prevention harness.
Weissman briefly lost consciousness but
was responsive when police and fire EMS

crews arrived. He was transported by
McLaren Macomb hospital in Mount
Clemens after complaining of neck and
head pain. He was treated for his injuries
and released.
A foreman for the tree company told
investigators he had warned Weissman to
wear the harness while conducting the
work, but the worker had failed to comply.
Workers are required by the company to
wear the safety harness while on the lift,
according to The Macomb Daily report.
Climber electrocuted
A man working for a tree-trimming crew
was killed after a limb he cut fell onto a
power line in Little Rock, Arkansas,
January 16, 2013.
Filiberto Martinez Pita, 27, was tethered
to the top of a tree when the limb fell onto
the power line. He was touching the branch
and was immediately electrocuted by an
8,000-volt charge.
Pita worked for a local tree service that
was hired to trim branches that were hanging over the roof of a home, according to
reports in The Arkansas Democrat-Gazette
and the Stuttgart Daily Leader.
A member reported directly to TCIA that
Pita was killed when he contacted a 7.2 kV
primary distribution conductor. He was
removing a storm-damaged elm that grew
on either side of the conductor, and was
equipped with a saddle, spikes and wirecore flip line.
Person hurt in fall from tree
A person who fell from a tree January
19, 2013, in Jupiter Farms, Florida, near
Palm Beach, was taken by Trauma Hawk
to St. Mary’s Medical Center in West Palm
Beach. The person was working in the tree
when he or she fell, according to the Palm
Beach Post.
Contributed by John J. Morra, of John’s
Tree Service, Delray Beach, Florida.
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Man hurt in struck-by
A man was seriously injured after part of
a tree he was cutting down fell on him
January 19, 2013, in Bedford, New
Hampshire, sending him to the hospital,
according to a New Hampshire Union
Leader report. It was reported directly to
TCIA staff that the man apparently sustained a pretty serious head injury.
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – MARCH 2013

Tree cutter injured in fall
A man hired to remove a pine tree from
a residence in River Plantation, Texas, was
airlifted to the Texas Medical Center in
Houston January 21, 2013, after falling 1520 feet to the ground. The man and a
co-worker were in the process of removing
the 50-foot tree from the front yard of the
home. The man lost his balance and fell.
The injured tree-cutter was conscious after
he hit the ground, and suffered a broken
jaw and collarbone, according to a report
in the East Montgomery County Observer
in Humble, Texas.
Trimmer rescued from palm fronds
A tree trimmer was rescued January 23,
2013, in Phoenix, Arizona, after getting
trapped in the skirt of dead palm fronds. The
worker escaped injury when about onefourth of the skirt fell on top of him. The
worker, who was wearing safety straps, was
able to free himself and tear away most of
the remaining dead fronds. A large portion
of the fronds fell, causing firefighters below
to quickly jump to safety.
When the man reached the ground safely, he told firefighters he wanted to go back
up to finish the job, according to the CBS
5 report.
Man killed by cut tree
A Chester, West Virginia, man was killed
January 25, 2013, while helping a relative
clear trees for a path for a gas drilling pad
in Independence Township, Pennsylvania.
Apparently a tree they were cutting split
and part of that tree stuck the victim on the
head. The incident occurred ¾ of a mile in
the woods, according to a KDKA-TV report.
Contributed by Doug Bozich, owner of a
tree service in Verona, Pennsylvania.
Tree falls on man, kills him
A man died January 26, 2013, in Town
of Wallkill, New York, when a tree he was
cutting fell on him. Gregston Seeley, 42, of
Town of Wallkill, was cutting down a tree at
his residence when the tree landed on him.
He was transported by Wallkill Volunteer
Ambulance to Orange Regional Medical
Center where he died, according to a
MidHudsonNews.com report.
Climber dies when tree fails
The owner of a Catonsville, Maryland,

Certified Treecare Safety Professionals can earn one (1.0) “professional development” CEU toward their recertification by taking this short comprehension quiz that is
tied to this month’s safety articles in this issue of TCI Magazine. The CTSP CEU Quiz is a bimonthly feature in TCI. This quiz is based upon information in the article:
“Mitigation and Removal of a Hazardous Tree” by Chris Girard, CTSP, page 24.
CTSP CEU Quiz #2013-2 March 2013

d. onlookers observing from behind a fence

1. Add more rope into the rigging system by using:
a. the fisherman’s knot
b. the fishing pole technique
c. a shorter tree
d. a 5⁄8-inch double braid rigging line

3. Load binder straps were used:
a. on the strongest sections of the tree
b. on the weakest sections of climbing line
c. in place of the safety lanyard
d. in the worst areas of decay

2. Which is NOT considered to be a site hazard?
a. overhead service wires
b. existing structures
c. steep, rocky, wet slopes

4. Over-tensioning rigging lines could:
a. ruin the rope
b. make the job so much faster
c. only be set from an aerial lift

d. cause the hazardous tree to fail

5. Why was reducing dynamic loads so important on
this job?
a. to reduce the noise associated with dynamic
loading
b. the tree was severely decayed and hazardous
c. the customer specifically asked for it
d. it was required by local ordinance

Your Full Name: ___________________________________________________
CTSP#: ________________
To obtain CEU credit: you may copy this page, answer the questions and either fax the answer sheet to TCIA at (603) 314-5386, or mail to: TCIA - CTSP, 136 Harvey Road Ste 101, Londonderry, NH 03053.
1
Only current CTSPs in good standing who qualify for professional development CEUs may obtain CEUs for this quiz. Other readers are encouraged to use TCI’s safety articles
for training and may wish to use this quiz to test comprehension.

landscaping company fell to his death
January 29, 2013, while cutting down a
tree in Clarksville, Md.
Michael Joseph Dingle, 40, owner of
Natural Way Design and Landscaping, was
working in a tree with all of the rigging
attached. He and his employee removed
the top 15 to 20 feet of the tree. The trunk
then uprooted, and Dingle fell about 50
feet while still attached to the tree.
Police found Dingle unconscious and
not breathing, and EMS technicians were
unable to resuscitate Dingle., according to
a Columbia Patch report.

Tree worker hurt when bucket collapses
A tree service worker survived a fall
January 30, 2013, in Williamsburg,
Virginia, when the arm on his bucket truck
collapsed, sending him crashing into a
parked car and onto a driveway. The worker was lowering the bucket when the arm
collapsed. He was taken to Riverside
Regional Medical Center with non lifethreatening injuries, according to a report
in The Virginia Gazette.
Send your local accident reports to
editor@tcia.org.
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Fleet Management

By Clay Eppard
n regard to U.S. Department of
Transportation regulatory compliance,
there are five general areas in which all
companies operating commercial motor
vehicles must comply. These specific
requirements are outlined in the Federal
Motor Carrier Safety Regulations
(FMCSR) and include Driver Qualification
Files, Driver Hours of Service, Vehicle
Maintenance, Substance/Alcohol and CDL
Licensing. In this article, we will look at
CDL Licensing, Driver Qualification Files
and Vehicle Maintenance requirements.
Before getting into specific regulatory
requirements, it’s important to first understand the jurisdiction of both the federal
and state Department of Transportation
(DOT). The federal DOT defines a commercial motor vehicle (CMV) as a vehicle
with a single or combination gross weight
or gross weight rating of at least 10,001
pounds utilized in interstate commerce. (49
CFR 390.5) All U.S. states have adopted
the FMCSR in part or in their entirety, so
it’s important to understand any nuances of
jurisdiction within your individual state.
For example, a number of states define a
CMV beginning at 26,001 pounds gross
weight, where others mirror the federal
definition at 10,001 pounds.

I

CDL Licensing
While the DOT jurisdiction regarding
driver qualification files and proper vehicle
maintenance begins at the vehicle single or
combined weight of 10,001 pounds, CDL
requirements begin at 26,001 pounds. The
CDL vehicle weight definition is consistent among all states and is defined as a
vehicle which has a gross weight rating or
gross combination weigh rating of at least
26,001 pounds. (The combination unit
requirement must be inclusive of a towed
unit with a gross weight rating of at least
50

A portion of the bilingual Drivers Vehicle Inspection Report.

10,001 pounds. (49 CFR 383.5)
CDL Classes: (Not including passengers
and hazardous material transportation)
1. Class A: Truck weight rating over
26,000 pounds inclusive of a towed unit of
at least 10,001 pounds.
2. Class B: Straight truck with a rate rating of at least 26,001 pounds. (Cannot tow
anything rated over 10,000 pounds)
Example: The driver of a straight truck
with a weight rating of 25,000 pounds towing a trailer with a 9,500 pound rate rating
does not need a CDL because the single or
combined weigh is not over 26,001 pounds
inclusive of a towed unit of at least 10,001
pounds. However, the driver of a truck
with a 17,000 pounds weight rating towing
a trailer with a 10,001 pounds rating is
required to possess a CDL A license.
Driver Qualification Files
The federal jurisdiction in regard to a
company’s driver qualification files and
vehicle maintenance requirements begin
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – MARCH 2013

with drivers operating vehicles with a gross
weight or combination weight of at least
10,001 pounds in interstate commerce.
Driver qualification file requirements are
outlined in section 391 of the FMCSR.
Driver qualification file requirements for
CMV drivers include: Employment applications, previous employer inquiries, medical
qualifications/waivers, medical examiner
certificates, road test requirements, review
of driving record and associated driver
requirements.
Vehicle Maintenance
Vehicle maintenance requirements are
outlined in 49 CFR 396 and include four
primary areas. These are preventative
maintenance, vehicle annual inspections,
vehicle files and daily driver vehicle
inspection reports.
The preventative maintenance requirements include the requirement to have a
system in place to inspect vehicles on a
scheduled basis. The DOT doesn’t man-

date what specific time or mileage intervals a company must utilize, however it
must be thorough, documented and on a
Driver Post-Trip Inspection
regular basis.
The annual inspection requirement
can be met by using a state’s mandatory Driver Vehicle Inspection Report (DVIR):
1. At the end of a driver’s work day, that driver shall prepare a DVIR
inspection program, however an annual
and list any vehicle defect or deficiency that would affect the safe
federal vehicle inspection must be comoperation of the vehicle or result in a mechanical breakdown. (The
report must still be prepared and submitted even if no defects are
pleted if a state’s program does not meet
noted by the driver)
2. The driver shall sign the report whether or not defects are noted.
the minimum requirements of the feder3. Prior to the vehicle being operated again, the motor carrier shall
al inspection program.
repair any defect or deficiency listed on the DVIR which is likely
to affect the safe operation of the vehicle. (Motor carriers must
The third area of vehicle compliance
repair any defective or missing parts and accessories listed in
Appendix G of the FMCSR before allowing the vehicle to be
is maintaining proper vehicle files. This
driven)
is essentially the requirement to main4. The motor carrier, or agent, shall then certify on the original DVIR
that the defects noted have either been repaired or that repair is not
tain proper maintenance records and
necessary before the vehicle is operated again.
5. Prior to operating a commercial motor vehicle (Part of the pre-trip
vehicle information throughout the time
inspection), the driver shall review the last DVIR and sign the
the vehicle is under a company’s control,
report, if defects were noted; to acknowledge that the driver has
reviewed it and that there is certification that the required repairs
and six months beyond.
have been performed.
The fourth primary area of DOT vehiA portion of a Driver Post-Trip Procedures checklist.
cle maintenance requirements, as
on the report indicating a vehicle safety
mandated by the federal DOT, are Driver
problem must be reviewed by a company
Vehicle Inspection Reports (DVIRs, and
official. The report must be signed off that
also referred to as the driver’s Post Trip
the defect was corrected, or didn’t need to
Inspection). These reports are required to
be corrected because it wasn’t a safety
be prepared by the CMV driver at the end
defect, prior to the vehicle’s next dispatch.
of each driving shift. Any driver notation

Companies operating just one CMV are
exempt from having the driver prepare
the written post-trip inspection. These
daily driver reports must be retained by
the company for at least three months.
Section 392 of the FMCSR outlines the
requirement for a driver to perform a
proper daily pre-trip inspection prior to
operating a CMV. While there is no written requirement in regard to the driver’s
vehicle pre-trip inspection, part of that
pre-trip inspection is to review the prior
day’s written Driver Vehicle Inspection
Report. If a safety defect was written up
on the previous post-trip inspection, it
must be signed off as part of the next
day’s pre-trip inspection.
Clay Eppard is vice president of Fleet
Safety Services, Inc. in Worcester,
Massachusetts. This article was based on his
presentation, “DOT Compliance: Keeping it
Simple,” at TCI EXPO 2012 in Baltimore.
To listen to the audio recording of the entire
presentation, go to the digital version of this
issue of TCI online and click here.
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Branch Office

By Mark E. Battersby
he Internal Revenue Service
recently announced (IR-2013-5) a
new, simplified option for the estimated 3.4 million taxpayers who use a
home office.
This means those who use a home
office, including the owners of homebased tree care businesses, have the option
of continuing with the extensive records,
receipts and putting in the countless hours
of calculation, allocation and substantiation required to meet many of the tax law’s
requirements for the home office expense
deduction – or they may take advantage of
a new “safe harbor,” a flat, no-questionsasked deduction just announced by the IRS
for the 2013 tax year.
Although introduced at the height of the
confusion over the so-called “Fiscal Cliff”
taxes, in the midst of the current filing
“season” for 2012 tax returns, this new
optional write-off is available starting with
the 2013 tax return that will be filed by
most tree care professionals early in 2014.
The new optional deduction is based on $5
per square foot, up to 300 square feet with
a cap of $1,500.

T

taxpayer’s trade or business. These
requirements still apply under the new
option.
Taxpayers who are employees must
meet an additional test – their use of the
home office must be for the convenience of
the employer.

Basic home office business expenses
Under our tax law, the Internal Revenue
Code, no taxpayer is permitted a deduction
for the business use of a dwelling unit that is
also used as a residence at any time during
the tax year. Fortunately there are exceptions, one of which allows both direct
expenses and the business-related part of
any indirect expenses related to business use
to be deducted – so long as certain strict
requirements are met, of course.
In general, home office expenses are
deductible if part of the home is used regularly and exclusively as (1) a principal
place of business, (2) a place to meet or
deal with customers or clients in the ordinary course of business, or (3) in the case
of a separate structure that is not attached
to the dwelling unit, in connection with the

New home office expense option
To reduce the administrative, recordkeeping, and compliance burdens of
determining the deductions allowed for the
qualified business use of a residence, the
IRS’s new “Safe Harbor” allows a tree care
professional, whether a worker, an
employee of his or her own business, or the
owner of a home-based tree care business,
to use a flat, no-questions-asked deduction.
This can be accomplished by multiplying a
flat $5 rate by the square footage of the
part of the residence that is used for business purposes. This amount – not to exceed
300 square feet, for a maximum deduction
of $1,500 – is the tax deduction.
Naturally, the new safe harbor for home
office expenses doesn’t apply to an
employee with a home office if he or she
receives advances, or is reimbursed by his
or her employer.
Homeowners using the new option cannot depreciate the portion of the home used
in a trade or business. Of course business
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expenses unrelated to the home, such as
advertising, supplies and wages paid to
employees remain fully deductible.
Furthermore, a tree care professional who
itemizes his or her deductions and uses the
safe harbor method for a taxable year may
deduct any expenses related to the home
that are deductible regardless of whether
there is a qualified business use of the
home (for example, deductions for qualified residence interest, property taxes, and
casualty losses).
An additional side benefit of using the
safe harbor is that claiming a home office
deduction will likely be less of an audit flag.
With the issues that arise in calculating,
allocating and substantiating deductible
expenses largely resolved with the safe harbor’s formula, there are fewer issues that
might prompt an IRS examination.
But reduced audit risk or not, is the safe
harbor the most rewarding path?
An expensive office in the home
The tax write-off for the expenses of
maintaining an office in the home involves
not one expense, but many. These deductions – which may include such items as a
portion of utility bills, mortgage interest,
repairs, and depreciation – are totaled up to
arrive at an overall reportable deduction.
According to the IRS, the home office
tax deductions will depend on two things:
(a) whether the expense is direct, indirect
or unrelated; and (b) the percentage of your
home used for business.
Direct expenses are the expenses directly
related to the business use of the home, such
as painting of the home office. These types
of expenses are deductible in full, subject to
the deduction limit on business income.
Indirect expenses, such as insurance, utilities and general repairs, are deductible
based on the percentage of the home used for
business. While these expenses relate to the
entire home, they are only indirectly related
to the business use of the home office. In
other words, if only 25 percent of the home
is used as a place of business, only 25 per-

cent of net rent or repairs can be deducted.
Unrelated expenses, or expenses for the
parts of the home not used for business, are
not deductible. Landscaping or lawn care,
for example, cannot be deducted even if
done to enhance the look of the business
and home office. (There may be exceptions, if the tree or landscaping business
improves the home’s landscaping as a
showplace of their skills and services, and
can prove they actually spent the money,
they may be able to deduct all of their landscaping and lawn care services. But that is
fodder for another article, or a good question for a tax advisor – to look into the
pros, cons and the risk of claiming it.)
Rent: Rent is considered an indirect
expense with the business portion
deductible. Those owning their home cannot deduct the fair rental value of the home
office. Rather, they claim depreciation on
the home office.
Insurance: A portion of homeowner’s or
renter’s insurance is deductible by those
qualifying for a home-office deduction,
equivalent to the percentage of the home
used for business. However, if there is
additional coverage directly related to the
home office, the additional expense is
treated as a direct expense.
Casualty Losses: These are losses from
fire, storm, theft, or vandalism. What can
be deducted as a home business deduction
is usually based on the property that suffers
the loss. If it is a direct expense, meaning
the loss is on the portion of the property
used solely for business purposes, the
entire loss can be deducted. If the loss
involves property used for both business
and personal purposes, such as a leak in the
roof of the house, only the percentage of
business use will be deducted.
Security: The business portion of
amounts spent for the installation of a
security system that protects the windows
and doors of the home can deducted. The
business portion of the monthly monitoring fees is an indirect expense.
Repairs: The cost of repairs, supplies
and labor related to the tree care business,
such as the cost to repair the home’s airconditioning system, is deductible. Since
repairing the air-conditioning system benefits the entire house – and the home office
– the deduction equals the percentage of
home office use.

Utilities and Services: The IRS primarily considers expenses for utilities and
services, such as electricity, gas, trash
removal and cleaning services, as personal
expenses. However, deducting the business part of these expenses is acceptable.
Property Taxes: A percentage of home
property taxes can be claimed only if home
office expense deduction is allowed.
One important caveat: Although the
home office rules apply to sole proprietors,
partners, owners of S-corporations, and
members (owners) of LLCs, they do not
apply to tree care businesses incorporated
as regular “C” corporations. Home office
deductions are reported on Form 8829,
“Expenses for the Business Use of Your
Home.”
Benefits and pitfalls
Establishing a home office creates a secondary benefit: The ability to deduct travel
expenses from home to business locations
and back again. Since the home becomes a
business location, driving from it to see a
customer or vendor and returning home is
a legitimately deductible business expense.
For those tree care professionals who
own their home, claiming a home office
deduction does not prevent them from
claiming the home sale exclusion to avoid
tax on gain up to $250,000 ($500,000 on a
joint return). Naturally, any depreciation
claimed with respect to the home office
after May 6, 1997, must be “recaptured” or
paid back, at the rate of 25 percent. This
means the amount of depreciation reported
is recaptured and one quarter of it must be
“recovered” and paid back in taxes.
An increasing number of arborists, urban
foresters and other tree care professionals
are working at home or operating a business
from their home. Now they have the option
of a new “safe harbor” deduction for home
office expenses. Regardless of whether a
home office is used for the convenience of
an employer, a tree care business that is
based in a home office, or the home office is
used to supplement the business’s primary
place of business, a tax deduction may be
available. Every tree care professional now
must decide whether the safe harbor or a
deduction for the actual expenses connected
with maintaining a home office will be
more advantageous for the 2013 tax year,
and the years that follow.
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TCIA’s 75th Anniversary

TCIA’s 75th
CIA is celebrating its 75th anniversary this year. Founded in 1938 as
the National Arborist Association,
the name changed to the Tree Care
Industry Association in 2003.
We are inviting TCI Magazine readers to
take part by submitting photos of tree work
and equipment from the
last 75 years to our website, www.tcia.org/75th,
and helping identify
images posted there by
us, our members and
other readers. Share your
memories, anecdotes and photos of the
people/characters, events, equipment
and/or practices from the past 75 years on
the website, or email 75th@tcia.org or call
Brenda French at 1-800-733-2622.
Our celebration will culminate with a
display of photos, equipment and memorabilia in a history museum, of sorts, at TCI
EXPO 2013 in Charlotte, North Carolina,
in November.

T

Bill Collins, CTSP, president of Collins Tree Service, Inc., an accredited TCIA member located in Hooksett, New Hamphire,
and a TCIA member since 1984, trimming on Liberty Island in 1987. Collins confirmed this was him in a post to our website.

he photo above was posted by TCIA
staff on our 75th anniversary website.
Bartlett Tree Experts posted: “Tree trimming on Liberty Island. When visiting
Ellis Island and Liberty Island as a member of what was then called the National
Arborist Association, Robert Bartlett Jr.
picked up a handful of London plane seed
heads on each island that were planted at

T

Bartlett’s arboretum in Charlotte. The
Bartlett company received permission to
distribute the saplings across the U.S.,
known as Liberty Centennial Memorial
Trees. In 1987, Robert and his wife helped
to plant one of the London planes in Paris
to honor the gift of the Statue of Liberty.”
See this and all the 75th anniversary
photos at www.tcia.org/75th/photos/.

Identify Our Vintage Photos on Facebook
CIA hosts a weekly “Identify this
Tree” contest every Friday on our
Facebook page and we’re always calling
on you to prove your tree knowledge.
But to celebrate our 75th anniversary this
year, TCIA will be posting a vintage photo
to Facebook on the third Friday of every
month. Check out some amazing shots, join
the always entertaining discussion, and
share your anecdotes about the industry.
While you’re there, read what’s new
within the tree care industry via our
“Headlines” tab; double-check details about
upcoming events (including EXPO and
WMC) with our “Events” tab; and make
your voice heard with our “Surveys” tab.
Check
us
out
online
at
Facebook.com/TreeCareIndustryAssociation
today.

T

At left, Dr. Al Shigo demonstrating his Shigometer used to
detect internal decay in trees in the 1970s. Dave Ruhl
with Wye Tree Experts, Wye Mills,Maryland (arms folded).
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February TCI Quiz answers
The February 2012 issue of TCI Magazine featured six pictures from TCIA’s and/or the tree care
industry’s past and challenged readers to identify
those in the photos and when each was taken.
These included two old spray pictures on the cover
and four more vintage pictures on page 28.
Here is what we know about the photos:
On the Cover
Top pic: This is a Davey Tree photo from the
1950s. Courtesy of Don Blair.
Bottom pic (spray unit on iron-wheeled cart):
This is a 1920s photo, but we don’t know who is in
the picture. Courtesy of Don Blair.
Page 28
1 – A Bartlett crew circa 1947. Courtesy of
Bartlett Tree Experts.
2 – Tree Care Industry Magazine Asplundh
Chipper ad from 1950.
3 – Unknown tree trimming crew in the 1930s.
Courtesy of Don Blair.
4 – Unidentified (mercifully) tree moving crew
playing seesaw from the 1950s.

Management Exchange

By William J. Lynott
n the tree care business, increasing
sales is not always the road to increasing profits. In fact, invisible profit
leaks in your business could convert more
sales into less profit. Here are 10 costly
profit robbers along with advice on how to
keep them from harming your business this
year – and in all the years to come.

I

Forgetting that electricity is money
If you maintain your own office or shop,
don’t look on that big electric bill every
month as a necessary evil. Failing to adopt
procedures to save energy can mean a costly profit leak. Here are some steps that can
provide significant savings in your monthly
bill. For example, swapping incandescent
bulbs for compact fluorescents can make a
significant cut in electricity usage.
Wherever possible, switching regular incandescents for low energy CFLs or LEDs,
despite the higher initial cost for the bulbs,
can provide big savings over the projected
10-year life of the bulbs.
If you’re in one of the states where the
industry is deregulated, you can shop around
for your energy supplier. In some cases,
making a switch could save as much as 5
percent to 10 percent of your electric bill.
Another potential for lowering electricity cost is an annual inspection to make sure
that your HVAC system is operating at top
efficiency. Leaking ducts could reduce
energy efficiency by as much as 20 percent
according to Ronnie Kweller of the
Alliance to Save Energy.
Out-of-control communication expense
As for keeping yourself reachable,
you’ve never had it so good. With your cell
phone, pager, Internet access, and regular
telephone service, you’re never far from
anyone you want to reach (or anyone who
wants to reach you). Unfortunately, you’re
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probably paying a lot more than you need
to for all that techno-communication.
Contact your primary provider to see what
bundled plans are available in your area.
You may be surprised at how much you
can save by giving all of your communications business to one company. In addition
to saving you money, dealing with one
supplier will greatly simplify your billpaying procedures.
If you are already giving all of your business to one communications company,
give them a call and ask for an analysis of
your account. Companies are constantly
coming up with new bundling plans and
one of them might save you, well, a bundle. But don’t expect them to come looking
for you; you’ll have to ask.
Wasting money paying bills
No one enjoys paying bills. That’s why
we sometimes postpone that unwelcome
job to the point of risking late payment fees
and blemishes on our credit reports. Paying
bills may never be fun, but new technology has made the task quicker, easier and
less costly.
Nearly all banks are online these days
and most offer free online bill paying.
Once you sign up and choose a password,
you log on to the bank’s website where you
enter the payee’s name and address, phone
number, and the amount to be paid. The
bank takes over from there, either by mailing a check to the payee or by making an
electronic transfer of the money.
You need enter the name and address of
a payee only once. The next time you need
to make a payment, you need only click on
the payee’s name and enter the amount.
The system will enter the rest of the needed information.
You save precious time, the cost of
postage at nearly a half a buck for every
check you mail, buying checks, and trips to
the post office. What are you waiting for?
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – MARCH 2013

Drowning under all that paper
With all the paper you’re required to
slog through for business purposes, you
don’t need to add to the burden by hanging
on to reams of paper because of the worry
that you might need it “someday.” Most of
it will never see the light of day.
If that sounds like you, organizing guru
Maria Gracia (www.getorganizednow.com)
suggests these guidelines to help end the
nightmare of out-of-control paper:
u Use the 4 D’s.
• Do it
• Delay it (File it in an action file or
archive file)
• Delegate it
• Dump it
u Open mail over the wastebasket
Open your mail over the wastebasket.
Immediately get rid of mail you don’t
need, such as catalogs or advertising offers
of no interest. Then, use the 4-D system on
what’s left.
Paying for insurance you don’t need
The cost of insurance is a major burden
in the tree care business these days. That’s
why it’s important to cut through the smog
generated by the insurance industry. In
addition to business liability insurance
(including workers’ comp), there are only
five types that you must have: life, health,
disability (as long as you’re working),
homeowner’s, and auto. For most people,
the rest are a waste of money.
Life insurance on your kids is a classic
example of insurance you don’t need
(unless you’re raising a future Justin
Bieber). Never agree to credit life insurance
or to car rental insurance. Your own auto
policy or credit card will probably cover
that base.
Once you’ve pared things down to those
five types, look into consolidating some of
the remaining policies with one company.
That’s often a money saver.

Failing to guard your most precious
business asset
“Pay your best employees good salaries
and treat them well,” says Sally Mounts,
Ph.D., president with Auctus Consulting
Group in Washington, Pennsylvania.
“Successful owners know that their most
valuable resource is the people they employ.
They reward them liberally and encourage
their growth. They look for ways to affirm
their value to the company through personal attention and acknowledgement. The
result is employees who stay with the company for years, saving thousands of dollars
the owner would otherwise be spending in
training a succession of new hires.”
Ignoring what people are saying about
you online
In this technological age, the first place
that many customers who are unhappy
about you will go is the Internet. It’s
human nature to vent after undergoing a
negative experience, and the Internet provides an easy setting for people to tell the
world about their unhappiness.
If you’re not staying on top of what’s
being said about your business online,
you’re missing a potentially harmful profit
leak. Potential customers who come across
a negative comment about you or your
business aren’t likely to call you to let you
know, but they are likely to look for another place to spend their money. Most people
place a high value on what other people
say about a business. If someone says they
were unhappy with your or your business,
potential customers are likely to assume
that they will be unhappy, too. This is a
good illustration of how what you don’t
know can hurt you.
Doing your best to encourage positive
feedback can help to protect against a nasty
profit leak. Equally important is responding to a negative comment in a helpful way
in an effort to return a straying customer to
your fold.
Failure to keep a close eye on your competitors
Prospects and customers alike are well
acquainted with your competitors. They
know the level of service they offer, and
the friendliness and professionalism of
their employees, and you should, too. In
today’s competitive environment, your

customers are ready and willing to switch
to a competitor for the least of reasons.
Your job is to make certain that you don’t
give them that reason.
Destructive broken promises
Surveys show that broken promises are
always among the most prominent reasons
why customers abandon a business. You
probably know from your own experience
just how frustrating it can be when a business breaks a promise to you.
Should you find yourself in a position of
having to break a promise to a customer,
any promise – no matter how seemingly
harmless – always contact the customer as
soon as you learn about the problem. An
early explanation and a sincere apology
will go a long way toward easing the customer’s frustration.
And it works the same way with
employees.
“The workplace is full of unwritten psychological contracts,” says Dr. Mounts.
“One is that bosses must act with integrity,
keep their word, and follow through on
things they’ve promised. A boss who breaks
this vital precept will never be viewed in the
same way; the damage to the work relationship is virtually irreversible. Don’t fall into
that trap. Keep your word – literally, figuratively and psychologically. It will pay huge
dividends in employee loyalty.”

Failure to grab your share of the best
publicity of all – free publicity
Advertising professionals know (but
usually won’t admit) that free publicity is
usually more effective than the best paid
ads. Most of your prospective clients will
be far more receptive to a simple news
item about your business than to a typical
advertisement. So, how do you go about
getting a piece of the free publicity pie?
First, you need to learn what makes a
good story. Then you need to learn how to
sell it your local news media.
Your news item doesn’t have to be of eyepopping importance to gain a free spot in
the media, it just has to be “newsworthy.”
That simply means there is something about
your or your business that the public might
find interesting. Even simple things such as
interesting news about you or an employee,
changes in your business, or your own hobbies, activities, or accomplishments can be
the seeds for free publicity.
To get free publicity, you have to seek it
actively. The media isn’t going to come
looking for you. While it isn’t necessary to
have a “contact” in the local press to get
your share, it doesn’t hurt.
While banishing these harmful profit
leaks won’t solve all of your operating
problems, it will help to boost your bottom
line now and in all the years to come.
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Classifieds
Crew Leader, Owings Mills, MD

Arborist Representative

Climber, log truck operator &
ground positions. Must have 35 years’ exp., CDL & arborist
cert. a plus. Competitive wages.
(603) 882-0686 or email info@mcguinnesstree.com.

A family owned and
operated company. Must
be team oriented, field
and climbing experience
and Cert. arborist preferred. CDL and clean
driving record required.
Your jobs would include
but are not limited to: driving trucks and equipment
over 26,000 GVW. Participate in various types of
field work as specified (chipping, chain saw use,
and clean up). Organize and maintain a crew.
Setting up work sites and a safe, efficient, and productive work day including attention to the safe
operation of large trucks and heavy equipment.
Record keeping and preparation of daily paperwork
as issued from the office. Using customer communication skills in order to properly handle
day-to-day business with clients. Awareness of
ANSI and OSHA safety protocols standards and
other industry related standards. We will offer training for the right candidate. Email:
randy@arbormastersinc.net or (410) 521-5481.

Bartlett continues to
grow in the North,
South, Mid Atlantic,
Midwest & West with
openings for experienced Sales Arborist
Representatives, Foremen, IPM Techs & tree climbers.
We have locations in Massachusetts, Connecticut,
New Hampshire, Vermont, New York, New Jersey,
Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, Texas,
Illinois, Michigan, Minnesota, California, Washington,
Arizona, Canada, UK & Ireland. Bartlett Tree Experts
has been in business for over 104 years. We are the
largest family owned tree care company with over 80
offices in the USA. We pride ourselves in offering scientific tree care and have unmatched resources with
the Bartlett Tree Research Laboratory. If you are
someone who is looking for upward mobility and a
long term future with a great company, then send us
your resume. No phone calls please. We offer excellent
compensation and benefits. EEO Employer.
Opportunity Grows on Trees. Email your resume to ad
posted at www.jobs.tcia.org.
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HELP WANTED
Sales Arborist, CT
Growing tree and lawn
care company in business since 1957 looking
for an experienced, goal
driven sales arborist with more than 3 years’ experience. Offering highly competitive benefit packages
including health insurance, disability insurance,
profit sharing, and 401(k). Base salary plus commission and a signing bonus. Please fax or email resume
to (203) 272-0393 or hr@totaltreecare.com.

Crane-assisted Tree Removal, Southern NH

Trim Field Supervisor, Arborist Foreman

Plant Health Care & Sales, Brunswick, ME

Immediate Openings Plant Health Care Technicians

Take Your Career a Mile
High. With roots proudly
planted in Colorado’s soil
since 1947, we’ve grown
into one of America’s most respected landscape care
services. We’re searching for a Trim Field Supervisor
to join our more than 200 passionate green-industry
professionals in Denver. Swingle offers year-round
employment in the sunny Colorado outdoors, plus top
industry wages and benefits. If you are a results-oriented, motivated individual looking for a growing
company recognized for safety and legendary service
– we need to talk to you.
•2-5 yrs’ climbing & pruning
• Supervising 5-15 treecare employees
• CDL (or ability to obtain in 90 days)
•ISA Certification, Degree & CTSP preferred
Visit our website at www.myswingle.com to learn
more or to apply online or send a resume and cover letter to careers@swingletree.com. When it comes to your
career…choose Swingle.

WellTree, Inc. seeks a
key individual to manage and develop the
company's
growing
sales and PHC services.
This individual must
have extensive knowledge and experience in Plant
Health Care and arboriculture. A supportive team
attitude, excellent organization and communication
skills are imperative. Must possess or soon obtain
ISA certification, a Maine pesticide license, and
CDL. Competitive compensation package offered.
Pease contact Jeff at (207) 522-1021 or apply
online at www.welltreeinc.com

PHC Tech’s primary responsibility
is to provide services to improve
the health of the client’s trees.
Should have 3+ years’ experience
in the Green Industry, proficient with identifying
species, insects, diseases in plants. Provide services
such as spray applications, root & soil treatments,
protective fencing installation, site visits & root
pruning. Should follow all ANSI standards as well as
safety and chemical regulations. Be responsible for
proper and detailed tracking of all work performed
and to maintain credits & credentials necessary to
perform work. Excellent benefits. Permanent, temp. &
seasonal employment available. Must have or able to
obtain CDL License. www.RTECtreecare.com.

Climbers/bucket truck operators, crane operators
Ping’s Tree Service, one of
the largest tree services
in central Indiana, is
seeking climbers/bucket truck operators and crane
operators. Must be experienced in residential and
commercial tree care, including: crown reductions,
thinning, pruning and working with cranes. Must
have technical rigging skills of all facets of tree trimming and removal. Lic. drivers only. PHC techs and
cert. arborists also needed. Join one of Indiana’s
leading tree removal companies. Top wages and
great benefits. Apply online without delay at
pingstreeservice.com/employment.html.

Experienced Climber Position, CT
Medium-sized tree
care company seeking
an experienced climber
with a CDL, who is also
skilled in rigging, pruning, crane work, utility lines, and
large takedowns. Drug-free workplace and highly competitive benefit packages including hourly pay between
$15 and $25, health insurance, profit sharing, and
401(k). Relocation package for the right candidate.
Signing bonus available! Fax or email resume to (203)
272-0393 or arborist@totaltreecare.com.

Managers & Climbers, Bay Area, CA
We offer job stability in addition
to a competitive
pay pkg. Includes
promotion opportunities, health benefits, paid holidays & paid vacation. Previous tree care &
management experience a must. Skills include computer competency and possess a clean MVR. Drug
Screen required. Email resume & cover letter via
http://jobs.tcia.org/jobseeker/job/10699001.

PHC Account Management
Antietam Tree and Turf, Hagerstown, MD, is hiring a
plant health care technician. Duties include management of PHC accounts, customer relations, inspection
of plant material for insect and disease and application to plant material. Individual must be motivated
and willing to work on their own. Knowledge of landscape pest and plant identification is a must.
Applicants must have a valid driver’s license with a
clean driving record. An Associate’s degree in a forestry
related field is preferred. Applicants will be required to
obtain their CDL License and Pesticide Applicator’s
License within 3 to 6 months of hire date. Email
resume to roger@antietamtree.com or call 301-7913500. Antietam Tree is a drug free workplace.

For even more up-to-date Help
Wanted ads, check out TCIA’s
Job Board at www.tcia.org
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Tree Climber/Bucket Operator, Long Island, NY

Seacoast NH - FT/yr round - Generous Benefits

Looking for climber/bucket op. Full-time, yr round
work for fam-owned TCIA Accred LI co w ISA Cert
Arbs/CTSP on staff. Opportunity to adv to crew
leader. CDL/Eng+Sp a plus. Qual line-clearance
arborist a plus. $$ based on skills & exp. Email
jharder@harderservicesinc.com or call (516) 4818800 x13.

Exp Climber: must have knowledge of the climbing position for
pruning, removal and proper
use of equipment. CDL-A and
arbor cert req - or obtain once
hired. Send resume/ref to:
info@seacoasttreecare.com

Part-Time Regional Outreach Coordinator West Coast and Southeast areas
TCIA’s newly created outreach
coordinator position will concentrate on creating groups of tree
care business owners who meet and interact regularly
(face-to-face and online) and facilitating increased
participation in TCIA programs via regional workshops
that address both owner and employee needs (EHAP,
CTSP, etc). Regional coordinator will live and work in
their assigned region to organize member gatherings
(breakfasts, after hour’s gatherings, etc.) where current members interact prospective members are
invited to see what they are missing. Coordinator will
work to strengthen the visibility of professional tree
care through consumer awareness opportunities at
events, via social media, and traditional press. Target
areas for coordinators are Southern California base for
West coast area and Atlanta to Charlotte corridor base
for the Southeast area, however other locations will be
considered depending on strength of the candidate,
local industry, location and TCIA strategic plans. For
complete job description, requirements and application details, visit www.jobs.tcia.org. Resume and
cover letter to: Bob Rouse, Rouse@tcia.org.
Production Manager, Redwood, CA

Circle 8 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

Lead all crew members
in enforcing safety, work
quality, productivity,
performance, setting up
job sites, assessing safety conditions, proper use of
equipment and communication with clients. Fulltime, salaried exempt position. Certified Arborist;
Certified in safety, first aid and CPR; Must be able to
lift up to 40lbs; CA DL with clean DMV record; Class
B or Class A license highly valued. Spanish fluency
required. dcook@arborwell.com; phone (510) 6061230; fax (510) 670-0275.

Plant Health Care Technician
Must have plant (trees and shrubs) knowledge.
Pesticide applicator license a plus, but not necessary.
Call Laura Lyon, Bob Ray Co., Louisville, Kentucky,
(502) 425-7654.
Arborist/Sales Rep, Boston’s North Shore
We seek an Arborist/Sales
Representative to join our
growing sales team and handle an established territory.
Carpenter Costin has provided high quality tree and shrub
care, landscape construction and landscape maintenance services for over 65 years. Candidate must
have 3-5 years experience in green industry sales,
Certified Arborists preferred. Excellent compensation
and benefits. To join our growing team, forward
resume to: jobs@carpentercostin.net.
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Arborist Foreman, Spray Techs and Lawn Techs
Wanted, Colorado
Successful, rapidly growing
company in the destination
community of the Roaring
Fork Valley is seeking qualified tree and lawn care workers. As the leading tree
care company in the area, we provide exceptional
service to municipalities, commercial locations, and
immaculate residential properties. Employees are
provided late-model, regularly maintained equipment and enjoy a safe working environment and
excellent compensation. If you are interested in joining our team, please contact us by email:
office@myaspentree.com or call: (970) 963-3070.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Opdyke Inc.
150+ specialized trucks in stock boom/crane/knucklebooms/ 4x4 single and tandem. Go to our website
www.opdykes.com. (215) 721-4444.

Check it Out!
Novelty items for the
Arborist, Tree Worker,
Utility Specialist and Tree
Hugger. www.treelifestore.biz

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes
All types and brands of professional arborist climbing, lowering and rope accessories at warehouse
prices. Call for current price list. Visa, MC, AX. Small
Ad – Big Savings, since 1958. 1-800-873-3203

Responsible, Reliable Climber, Ohio
Minimum 4 yrs.’ exp. including technical removals,
cabling, pruning, thinning and ability to work from
the end of a crane! Full time, pay based on skills!
Contact tree-stump-removal@live.com with detailed
experience.

Consultant/Sales, Marin County, CA, just the other
side of the Golden Gate Bridge
Award winning tree service seeks
certified arborist to join our team.
You are ready to work, experienced in consulting and sales.
Very experienced in PHC treatments and a strong leader who can work within but
also capable of helping improve an existing system/structure. Excellent pay for exceptional people.
Contact tad@treemasters.com (415) 672-3424.
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Come grow with us and build a brilliant future in
the green industry!
Family-owned and operated
since 1919. Looking for experienced climbers and a Plant
Health Care professional to join
our team and expand our innovative program.
Incumbents will leverage their passion and superior
skills to provide our clients with the most progressive
and environmentally-friendly options available in the
trade. Located in Charlottesville, Virginia, surrounded
by the beautiful Blue Ridge Mountains. Two+ years’
related experience, valid driver’s license and positive
attitude required. ISA certification a plus. Highly competitive benefits package and professional
advancements second to none. Strong references and
solid experience are a must, but growth potential is
valued and rewarded. Resume to: trees@vytc.com or
fax (434) 971-2958.
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Advertise used equipment in
the April issue of
TCI Tree Equipment Locator
1-800-733-2622; sue@tcia.org

Grapple Truck
2005 FLT, 260-hp, 6-spd, NO CDL, w/new Kesla 500Z
loader (18’8” reach, lifts 2070 lbs, incl. C/R bypass
grapple), new Beau Roc 15’ debris body, removable
lids optional. Versatile! Affordable! Ready for Work!
Call (800) 472-2133; www.grappletruck.net.

DICA Outrigger Pads
Safety
Tech
Outrigger Pads
are built for your
safety. Featuring
Engineered
Thermoplastic
Construction, the
TuffGrip Handle
System, Radius Edge and Corner Design and
Industrial Grade Safety Texturing. Call today to have
Safety Tech Outrigger Pads fit specifically to your
equipment and application. 1-800-610-3422,
info@dicausa.com, www.dicausa.com.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES
TreeCareJobs.com
TreeCareJobs.com - For Tree Pros. Search Jobs - Post
Resume. Since 1999 (717) 479-1850 www.TreecareJobs.com

AlturnaMATS, Inc.
Your Single
Source
for
G r o u n d
Protection!
Mats
are
available 2’x4’
up to 4’x8’ and
feature
a
Limited
Lifetime
Warranty!
Built Tough Guaranteed! 1-888-544-6287,
sales@alturnamats.com; www.alturnamats.com.

ArborGold Software
Complete job management! Tree Management
Systems, Inc. delivers cutting edge software specifically designed to help tree care companies close more
sales, create repeat business, reduce cost and monitor crew productivity, works with QuickBooks. Visit our
website www.ArborGold.com for a FREE in-depth
video demo or call 1-800-933-1955 today for more
information.

BUSINESS FOR SALE
Tree service South of Boston, MA
In business 40 years with $1M sales. Hi-fenced yard &
security cameras as optional move-in rental. Equip
available: chipper, grapple, crane, boom truck etc. Call
(508) 238-6026, (617) 571-4586 interested parties only.

Tree Business in Scotch Plains, NJ
Gross over $1M per year, turnkey operation, 56-year
tradition. Owner retiring, available immediately. For
sale: property, name, clientele and equipment. For
serious inquiries call (908) 482-8855. Owner available w/transition.

Monmouth County, NJ the heart of Super Storm
Sandy
Serving residential, corporate and municipal year
round. Large repeat client base. Solid track record.
Established since 1990. Includes newer professionally maintained complete equipment package. Yard
space also available for a company looking to expand
its current geographical location. Owner is looking to
scale down & willing to stay on during transition period. Owner financing available. (732) 978-0849.

Small tree & landscape business W. Portland, OR
In operation since 1963, newer equip - trucks, stump
grinders, chipper, tractor w/implements -includes a
Farmi for winching logs & brush, Vermeer skid steer,
etc. Well trained crew to work on and off the ground.
Contact david@waltstreeservice.com.

Make plans now to
attend
TCI EXPO in
Charlotte, NC
Thurs-Sat, Nov. 14-16,
2013
Call 1-800-733-2622 or
Visit www.tcia.org

Circle 20 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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RTEC’s direct mail winner

For all of the entries, the panel of judges
not only reviews the appearance, content
and adherence to ANSI and OSHA standards, but also carefully takes their entry
form answers into consideration. Judges
want to see how their measurable objectives compare to the actual success of the
piece; how the total budget of the piece
plays into the gross sales of the company;
how the piece was distributed to the recipients; and so on.
Ultimately, the TCIA panel of judges
chose 10 winners that rose above the rest.
In the Brochure/Newsletter category,
the winners are Bartlett Tree Experts and
Lewis Tree Service. Both printed
pieces convey useful
information
in an attractive aesthetic,
resulting in a
solid informational vehicle.
In the Flyer/
Ad/Postcard category, the winners Lewis Tree’s winning
newsletter.
are
RTEC
Treecare and Seacoast Tree Care. Both
submissions are clever, attention-grabbing
and effective. Their fresh design and innovative approach to marketing makes them
winners.
In the Special Entry category, the winners are Cicoria Tree Service and C.L.
Frank & Company. Cicoria created a calendar that balanced beauty and function
well, with the added benefit of staying in
front of customers until 2014. C.L. Frank
submitted a series of cards featuring
vintage photos. Not only are they distinctive, but they help personalize the
company and connect the employees with
the customers.
In the Website category, the winners are
St. Croix Tree Service and Cedar Lawn
Tree Service. These effective websites are
easy to navigate, crisp and attractive, and
include great information. Both companies
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oday’s businesses are inundated
with ways to reach their customers
– traditional print outlets, digital
media, email newsletters and more.
Companies must evaluate all these choices
and make strategic decisions about what
channels will best work for themselves and
for their customers – and potential customers.
The winners of this
y e a r ’ s

T

Cicoria’s winning calendar

TCIA Professional Communications
Awards have exhibited tremendous success
in both choosing their channel effectively
and building a piece that epitomizes marketing and communication excellence for
the tree care industry. And with over 100
submissions to the program this year, the
competition was
fierce.

Seacoast Tree Care’s winning postcard

hit the nail on the head with their submissions.
And for the first time, TCIA introduced
the Digital/Social Media category. The
winners in this category are CS Tree
Services Inc. and Arborguard.
CS Tree Services submitted a fun 360degree virtual tour that uses photo
stitching technology to
highlight all the work that
goes into a job.
Arborguard submitted an Airtech
Technology video that
is shot, edited and presented beautifully.

The Professional Communication
Awards were presented and winners recognized during Winter Management
Conference 2013 in St. Kitts in February.
To view photos and links to the winners,
visit www.tcia.org. We look forward to
seeing all of next year’s innovative marketing submissions!

Bartlett Tree Experts’
winning brochure
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Tree News Digest

UK arborists, educators
meet to further careers

Boundary dispute Ghana style
ollowing a quarrel over a coconut
tree, two women face charges for
severely injuring a man’s anus, according
to a report on Myjoyonline.com in AccraGhana, Africa. Madam Agnes Miezah
Bazayim 48, and daughter, Georgina
Morkeh Menlah, 18, were convicted in
the Half Assini District magistrate’s court
of the attack on their neighbor.
The neighbor, a fisherman named
Ezah Kojo, had hired a tree surgeon or
comparable handyman to prune the
branches of coconut tree that belonged
to Madam Bazayi. Branches from the
tree were allegedly causing damage to
Mr. Ezah’s property.
But the lumberjack was forced out of
the tree when the women used a long
sharpened raffia palm branch to poke the
his buttocks. When the contractor

F

The Institute of Chartered Foresters
hosted a workshop in January, for Higher
Education Institutions (HEI) in the UK
teaching forestry and arboriculture, in a
move designed to foster relationships
between the academic and professional
worlds, and ensure graduates emerge fully
equipped to start a career in the industry.
The ICF is the Royal Chartered body for
foresters and arboriculturists in the UK that
regulates the standards of entry to the profession and offers qualifications to promote
expertise in tree and woodland management. Believed to be the first time these
HEIs have met together, 11 out of the 12
institutions in the UK offering forestry and
arboriculture courses were represented at
the meeting, along with academic staff from
University College Dublin. Also in attendance were representatives from the private
and public sectors, with a view to ensuring
HEIs also consider the needs of employers

when developing core competencies and
tailoring courses. Issues under discussion
were ICF’s new accreditation system, standards across the UK and competences
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refused to continue the job, Mr. Ezah
climbed the tree himself and again the
mother and daughter attempted to use
their weapon to lacerate his behind. But
the long pointed stick actually penetrated
Mr. Kojo directly through his anus and
caused considerable damage and injury to
his colon, intestines and rectum.
Kojo was rushed to a hospital for emergency surgery, then to two other hospitals
in an attempt to save his life. He had
major surgery to create an anal opening in
his abdomen as he can no longer pass
feces in the traditional fashion.
Both Madam Bazayi and Miss Menlah
were found guilty and the case has been
referred to a higher court where a stern
sentence is expected to be handed down.
Published January 14, 2013, by
Multimedia Group Ltd. Digital Media.
demanded of graduates by employers.
Marcus Sangster, chair, ICF Professional
and Educational Standards Committee,
remarked, “Changes across Europe and
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North America have seen Forestry schools
merging into larger life-science departments, with forestry often a modular option
rather than a dedicated degree course.
Bringing forestry and arboricultural schools
together to discuss common issues and
exploring how we can work more closely
together will lead to a stronger voice and
higher profile for forestry and arboriculture.
He added, “We are continuing to build
links between the profession – our members
– and students that will benefit universities
and the ICF, and encourage the continuing
recruitment of new members into the
forestry and arboricultural professions.’

USFS offers tips for using
insect-killed trees
A new manual released by the U.S.
Forest Service provides guidance on how

best to use the millions of dead and dying
urban trees infected by invasive insects in
the eastern United States. The free publication, developed by the Forest Service
Forest Products Laboratory and the
University of Minnesota Duluth, offers
insight into the wide variety of products
and markets available and practical advice
for considering the many available options
for using insect-killed wood. Uses include
lumber, furniture, cabinetry, flooring, and
pellets for wood-burning energy facilities.
“This guide is a valuable resource for
people on the front lines in our battle with
invasive bugs,” says Dr. Jim Reaves,
deputy chief of Research and Development
for the Forest Service. “Invasive species
are killing millions of trees in our forests
and neighborhoods, but we can make the
best of the wood from these trees while we
work to slow the spread of the insects.”
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – MARCH 2013

The reference guide focuses mainly on
uses for ash trees removed from urban settings. It is organized into four sections: 1)
agencies addressing the issue as well as a
list of trade associations that specialize in
manufacturing products from wood affected by invasive species; 2) the basic
properties of hardwood species that grow
in urban areas and may be affected by invasive species, including scientific and
common names, physical and mechanical
properties, machining characteristics, and
other data; 3) market and use options for
domestic ash species, including detailed
information on production considerations,
quality specifications, market opportunities, and key trade associations; and 4)
detailed, practical heat sterilization options
for treating firewood and solid wood packaging materials made from infested wood.
Find more info at www.fpl.fs.fed.us.
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From the Field

By Bob Rundo
am retired now, but back about 1960
I was foreman on a spray truck and
had a new helper with me. My boss
got a job to spray three locust trees at the
May Company in downtown Denver,
Colorado, the busiest location possible in
the whole city – shops and offices all
over.
I dragged out my spray hose and told
my helper to watch out for people coming in and out of the busy store.
I sprayed the trees with no problems
and when finished, I looked around for
my helper so that he could help me wind
up the hose. I spotted my assistant sitting
in the cab of the spray truck, was surprised, and got angry with him. I yelled
at him to come and help me wind up the
hose and he just shook his head “No!”
Even more upset, I walked over to the
truck to find out what was wrong with
him.
Now our spray truck had an electric
wind-up reel, and it had a handle on it.
Apparently, as he was winding up the
hose, a coupling on the hose snagged on
the pocket of his pants, which were old
and weather beaten, and the reel jerked
his pants right off of him and wound
them on the reel.
When I looked in the window of the

I

Jerry King sketch

truck, there was my helper, all red-faced
and embarrassed with no pants on, nor
underwear either. All this on a busy
downtown street.

Bob Rundo is the retired owner of Bob
Rundo Tree Surgeon in Colorado
Springs, Colorado.

TCI will pay $100 for published
“From the Field” articles.
Submissions become the property
of TCI and are subject to editing for
grammar, style and length. Entries
must include the name of a company and a contact person. Send to:
Tree Care Industry, 136 Harvey
Road, Suite 101, Londonderry, NH
03053, or editor@tcia.org.
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